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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
One of the Town Council Goals for FY15 was to complete a comprehensive review of the Town’s 
37 year old transfer station and Recycling Center.  After a fatal accident at the Center in 
November 2014, the review process was accelerated and a 5-person Solid Waste and Recycling 
Long Range Planning Committee (SWRLRPC) was appointed to begin a study of all aspects of the 
current Recycling Center and to recommend “long term solutions for the handling of solid waste” 
in Cape Elizabeth. 
 
The Recycling Center has evolved dramatically since 1978 when the Town’s burning dump was 
closed and the current transfer station was constructed.  Although the Town’s overall population 
has barely changed since then, there have been two significant developments which challenge 
operational safety and use:  the growth of the Town’s aging population and the increase in all 
types of refuse and recycling activities at the site. 
 
Currently, not only household trash (municipal solid waste or MSW) is brought to the facility, but 
bulky waste and demolition materials, hazardous waste, universal waste, and yard waste are also 
deposited.  The popular Swap Shop and Bottle Shed were added in the 1990s.  In addition, 
recycling has dramatically increased since the single-sort “silver bullets” were added in 2008.  
Cape’s Recycling Center has become a hub of constant activity. 
 
The Committee took a hard look at safety, level of service, ease of use, and costs.  Over eight 
months of extensive study and research, and while keeping both community desires and needs 
in mind, the Committee’s overall focus stayed on the following: 
 

 How will residents be using the Recycling Center twenty five to thirty years from now? 

 What are the trends in municipal transfer station operation? 

 What site designs and waste disposal methods will maximize safety and level of service? 

 How can current community needs be met while also ensuring that the Town plans for 
the future and an aging Cape Elizabeth demographic? 

 How can the Town minimize costs? 
 
Early during the review process, the Committee realized that the 37 year old compactor and 
building were in need of repairs or replacement.  The Town’s engineering firm Woodard & Curran 
(W&C) determined that just to continue to use the current building and equipment, with no 
improvements in service or safety, would cost the Town $471,000 (not a good use of tax dollars, 
the Committee felt.)  Given this determination, the Committee decided to explore how to use 
such an investment as a down payment toward creating an improved and safer operational plan. 
 
The Committee agreed on several overriding principles as future design options for the Recycling 
Center were studied.  Specifically, site plan designs must, as much as possible, keep all traffic 
moving forward, eliminate the need for vehicles backing up, enhance pedestrian safety, and 
promote ease of use for the Town’s aging population. 
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Given these principles, and, in an effort to balance safety, level of service, ease of use, and costs, 
the Committee recommends a redesign of the Recycling Center’s traffic patterns and a change 
from using the current hopper/compactor building to using outdoor stationary compactor units 
for MSW disposal.  The proposed “Recommended Design” incorporates multiple drive-forward-
only lanes for both recycling and MSW disposal at the outdoor stationary compactors, providing 
a tremendous safety improvement for both residents and employees.  There is a bypass lane for 
citizens who want to use only other ancillary services.  To reduce unsafe congestion near the 
Swap Shop, traffic islands separate Swap Shop and Bottle Shed patrons from other users wanting 
to exit the site.  The existing compactor building will be re-purposed to hold electronic waste as 
well as to house the office, the required electrical panels, and the Town’s radio communications 
system. 
 
The majority of the Recommended Design’s costs relate to site work and alterations in traffic 
patterns.  Not only will these changes best serve Town residents now and in the years to come, 
but they will also prove to be a more efficient use of taxpayer dollars.  The Recommended Design 
requires no expansion of the Recycling Center, no costly retaining walls, and no new buildings, 
thus eliminating significant potential costs. 
 
Importantly, going forward, the recycling and MSW outdoor compactor units will save over 
$50,000 each year in hauling fees.  The proposed new design will result in a total annual cost 
of only $13,799 more than the current operation would cost after required repairs.  It will also 
provide substantial safety and service improvements over the next twenty five to thirty years. 
 
The Solid Waste and Recycling Long Range Planning Committee is pleased to give to the Town 
Council its strong and unanimous endorsement for its “Recommended Design” proposal for the 
future of the Cape Elizabeth Recycling Center. 
 
 
 
SWRLRP Committee Members: 
 
Jessica Sullivan, Chairman and Town Council representative 
William Brownell 
James Garvin, Recycling Committee representative 
Anne Swift-Kayatta 
Charles Wilson, Chairman of 2003 Refuse Materials Planning Committee  
Robert Malley, Public Works Director
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ORGANIZATION 
  

CE Town Council 
  Katharine N. Ray, Chair 
  Patricia K. Grennon 
  Caitlin R. Jordan 
  Martha (Molly) MacAuslan 
  Jessica L. Sullivan 
  Jamie Wagner 
  James T. Walsh 
 
 Town Manager 
  Michael K. McGovern 
 
 Director of Public Works (and Staff Liaison for SWRLRPC) 
  Robert Malley 
 
 Solid Waste and Recycling Long Range Planning Committee (SWRLRPC) 
  Jessica Sullivan, Chair 
  William Brownell 
  James Garvin, Recycling Committee 
  Anne Swift-Kayatta 
  Charles Wilson 
 

SWRLRP COMMITTEE CHARGE 
 
On December 8, 2014, the Town Council voted unanimously on agenda Item #23-2015 to 
establish a “Citizens Committee to Review Municipal Solid Waste and Recycling Options.”  The 
Solid Waste and Recycling Long Range Planning Committee’s charge, as approved by the Town 
Council, follows: 
 
“The Cape Elizabeth Town Council authorizes the town council chairman to appoint a five 
member committee to review solid waste and recycling options for the community. The 
committee shall consist of one representative of the town council, one representative of the 
recycling committee and three other citizens.  The committee will seek citizen input into its 
deliberations.  The committee will review recommendations from an independent engineering 
firm and will look at long term solutions for the handling of solid waste and recyclable materials.  
Its recommendations shall be submitted to the town council by June 30, 2015.” 
 
In Item #84-2015 on June 15, 2015, the Town Council voted unanimously to extend the SWRLRP 
Committee’s report deadline to August 31, 2015. 
 
  



 

 
 

TAB 
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COMMITTEE PROCESS 
 
The Town Council on December 8, 2014 agreed to establish a five-member Solid Waste and 
Recycling Long Range Planning Committee to review long range (i.e., 25 to 30 years) solid waste 
and recycling options for the town.  The review, recommended as part of the 2015-2024 Capital 
Improvement Plan, was put on a fast track in the wake of a fatal accident that occurred at the 
Transfer Station hopper on November 24, 2014.  The Committee includes one representative of 
the Town Council, one of the Recycling Committee, and three members of the public appointed 
by the Town Council Chair. 
 
As part of its process, the SWRLRP Committee has: 
 

 Met 20 times; all sessions were open to the public. 
 

 Worked with an independent engineering firm (Woodard & Curran) 
 

 Investigated the history of the current Recycling Center site and completed site walks of 
the facilities 
 

 Reviewed the May 2003 Refuse Materials Planning Committee report on waste disposal 
in Cape Elizabeth 
 

 Solicited and received extensive public input via email, at Committee meetings, during a 
public input session, and from a town-wide citizen survey 
 

 Reviewed a wide variety of potential options (curbside pickup, conveyors, drive-through 
buildings, minimal repairs to the current “compactor” building, continuing the current 
process, and many more) 
 

 Taken, after extensive fact-finding, analysis and discussion, formal votes on each 
significant issue and recommendation 
 

 Kept minutes of its meetings and ensured that all materials were maintained as publicly 
accessible records.  Maine’s Right to Know/Right to Access laws were followed at every 
step to ensure that all proceedings were both lawful and easily accessible to the public. 

 
The final step of the SWRLRP Committee’s process is the documentation of its work and 
recommendations in this formal report to the Town Council. 
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COMMITTEE OUTREACH AND PUBLIC INPUT 
 
Over the course of its eight months of work, the Solid Waste and Recycling Long Range Planning 
Committee solicited, received, reviewed, and analyzed a great deal of input from the citizens of 
Cape Elizabeth.  The Committee maintained a page on the Town website to keep citizens up-to-
date and informed about its work.  The Committee’s website page is accessible at:  
http://www.capeelizabeth.com/government/bds_commissions/ad_hoc/solid_waste_planning/
home.html . 
 
At each of its meetings, the Committee made time available for citizens to speak on topics both 
on and off the agenda.  The Committee put several articles in the Cape Courier to keep citizens 
up-to-date and to ask for their thoughts on how solid waste and recycling should be handled in 
Cape Elizabeth.  In addition, the Committee ran a public input session at Town Hall on April 9, 
2015 for citizens to provide in-person feedback and to ask questions.  Lastly, in April 2015, the 
Committee surveyed (both online on the town website and via hard copies inserted into the Cape 
Courier) citizens to let them give the Committee their feedback and ideas.  All of this input is 
publicly available per Maine’s Right to Know/Right to Access laws.   
 
Survey Highlights 
Almost 800 people responded, many with detailed comments, to the April 2015 survey.  Results 
indicated that: 
 

 61% of respondents preferred to stay with the current trash disposal system even if it 
meant higher fees or taxes. 
 

 68% of respondents were not in favor of a “pay per bag” or “pay per throw” system. 
 

 75% of respondents did not want curbside pickup of trash and recycling. 
 

 77% of respondents supported charging fees for disposing of large items, brush, weed 
waste, demolition material, and so on. 
 

 66% of respondents did not want commercial haulers to be allowed to bring to the 
transfer station unlimited amounts of household refuse and recycling for an annual fee. 
 

 The great majority of respondents want to continue the Swap Shop and the Bottle Shed. 
 
Full results of the citizen survey are available in Appendix A in this report. 
  

http://www.capeelizabeth.com/government/bds_commissions/ad_hoc/solid_waste_planning/home.html
http://www.capeelizabeth.com/government/bds_commissions/ad_hoc/solid_waste_planning/home.html
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The following information is available for those interested in more detail: 
 

Type of Public Input Where Available 

  

Citizen input at Committee meetings In meeting minutes at Committee’s page on 
town website (see link on previous page) 
 

Emails/letters from citizens Listed in Appendix B in this report; also 
archived at Town Hall   
 

Articles in Cape Courier and other print 
media 

Listed in Appendix C in this report; also 
accessible at the Courier’s website online. 
 

Articles on Town website At Committee’s page on town website (see 
previous link) 
 

Citizen input at 4/9/15 public input session at 
Town Hall 
 

Listed in Appendix D in this report 

April 2015 survey results See Appendix A in this report 
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CURRENT OPERATIONS 
 
History of Refuse Disposal Area, Transfer Station and Recycling Center  
 
The Town started utilizing the area once identified as the Refuse Disposal Area as a dump in the 
1940s.  An open burning dump was maintained by the Town until 1978, when the landfill was 
closed per a Maine DEP-approved plan and a Transfer Station was constructed at the current site 
off of Spurwink Avenue.  This effort coincided with the Town becoming a charter member of 
Regional Waste Systems (now known as ecomaine), which was formed to regionally manage the 
solid waste for several communities in Cumberland County.  Transfer stations were being built 
around the state and Cape Elizabeth was one of the first towns to construct one. 
 
The Transfer Station waste disposal process involved depositing solid waste into a steel hopper 
feeding a compactor that would then compress the waste into a container or trailer for transport 
to another location.  The Town initially elected to go with a single transfer trailer and out-sourced 
its hauling to a local contractor.  In 1979, the Town purchased a used tractor unit and started 
hauling the solid waste, using Public Works staff and equipment, to Regional Waste Systems, 
which compressed the waste into bales that were then buried in a nearby landfill.  In 1988 a 
second transfer trailer was added to address operational challenges.  In 1989, Regional Waste 
Systems constructed a new trash-to-energy facility which was built adjacent to the baler building 
in Portland off of outer Congress Street.  Using a process perfected in Europe, municipal solid 
waste (MSW) was burned and converted to electrical power and then sold to energy providers 
such as Central Maine Power.  The plant is still operational to this day. 
 
In 1995, the area known as the “stump and demolition area” was closed under a DEP-approved 
closure program known as “ICAG” or “Interim Cover & Grading.”  The Town was burying inert fill, 
stumps and wood chips in an area northeast of the compactor building.  Brush was being chipped 
by an industrial wood grinder and wood and demolition materials were burned during acceptable 
weather conditions.  Given the prevailing winds and location of the property, the burning of 
wood-waste was eliminated in 1995.  Also at this time, areas were set aside for specific materials, 
such as masonry, gypsum board, batteries, white goods and asphalt shingles.  Recycling 
containers known better as “silver bullets” were provided by ecomaine and have been the 
mainstay of the Town’s recycling program.  
 
In addition to closing the “brush area”, a number of site improvements were made in 1995.  A 
“Swap Shop” building was added to facilitate the transfer of used books and goods between 
residents, additional paving was completed, and a retaining wall was built to improve access to 
roll-off containers for the disposal of metals, shingles and gypsum board. 
 
In 1997, a new building (replacing a smaller one) was constructed adjacent to the Swap Shop to 
store redeemable containers (bottles, cans, etc.).  Initially the program was managed by several 
non-profit organizations and booster clubs in town.  These groups would sort the containers and 
then receive the proceeds at the end of each month.  Due to a decline in the number of groups 
wishing to participate in the sorting program, the Town switched to a “no sort” program in 
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February 2015.  Containers are picked up by a private third party provider each week that then 
sends the monetary proceeds to the Town.  The Town is establishing a three-person committee 
that will review requests and disburse funds to non-profit groups that benefit youth activities in 
the Town of Cape Elizabeth. 
 
In 2000, the Town out-sourced composting operations to a company called CE Compost, Inc.  CE 
Compost was owned by Cape resident Scott Collins, who accepted all of the leaf and yard waste 
generated by the citizens and the Town.  In 2005, the William H. Jordan Farm, LLC, purchased the 
assets and business from Mr. Collins; it has been running the composting operation since then.  
Jordan Farm manages the incoming leaf and yard waste, screen the product and then market it 
to area residents and sell it to local nurseries.  It is also available to residents (for a fee) and to 
contractors, who use it in gardens and for other landscaping projects.  The Town signed a five-
year agreement with William H. Jordan Farm, LLC which expires in August 2019.  The relationship 
continues to be mutually beneficial for both the Town and the Jordan family. 
 
Also in 2000, the Transfer Station was renamed the Recycling Center and the compactor building 
was connected to the sanitary sewer.  Previously, sewerage and grey water were conveyed into 
a holding tank and pumped out on a regular basis.  The building was connected to a new pumping 
station which pumps all of the sanitary and floor drain flows via a force main to the Southern 
Cape Treatment Facility on Spurwink Avenue.  The pumping station is maintained by the Portland 
Water District. 
 
Current Services 
 

1. Hours & Staffing 
The Recycling Center hours have been essentially kept the same since the facility was 
opened in 1978, although the hours were modified in 2010, when the Center was closed on 
Thursdays in an effort to save expenses.  Currently, the Center is open on Mondays from 
10:00 am to 7:00 pm, Wednesdays from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, and Fridays and Saturdays 
from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm.  It is closed on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.  The area is also 
opened for eight Sundays a year, four in the spring and four in the fall, for the disposal of 
leaf and yard wastes only.  This arrangement has worked well and the citizens appreciate 
this opportunity.  

 
The Recycling Center is staffed by one full-time attendant and one part-time (0.85 FTE) 
attendant, who works an average of 34 hours per week all year during the normal hours of 
operation.  These two positions handle monitoring of incoming materials, collection of fees, 
and issuance of residential permits.  They are assisted by other Public Works personnel who 
not only haul the transfer trailers, but who remove bulky items (televisions and other 
electronic waste, or E-waste), maintain the grounds and plow the area during the winter 
months.  They assist with the Town’s annual Hazardous Wastes Collection Day, which is held 
on the second Saturday in May of each year at the Public Works Facility.  
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2. Services Provided 
The Recycling Center is probably the most widely used service provided by the Town.  
Though there are contractors who offer the curbside collection of solid waste and 
recyclables, it is assumed that a vast majority of the residents use the facility on a weekly 
basis to dispose of MSW.  Recyclables can be co-mingled and deposited in containers known 
as “Silver Bullets” at both the Recycling Center and behind Town Hall.  Leaf/yard waste, 
appliances, e-waste, wood products, brush, bulky wastes and masonry can be dropped off 
at easily accessible areas of the Recycling Center. The Swap Shop continues to be a popular 
attraction.  The Bottle Redemption Building provides an outlet for residents to drop off 
containers and the coin-operated vacuum cleaner and donation boxes are valuable 
additions to the site. 

 
The Town currently outsources the hauling of roll-off containers used for recycling and 
demolition materials.  It also contracts with a company to grind up brush and demolition 
wood-waste on-site.  This material is then transported to biomass facilities in Maine and 
Quebec. 

 
3. Interim Changes to Service Delivery 

In September 2014, the town manager proposed funding in the Town’s Capital Stewardship 
Plan to perform a comprehensive review of the Recycling Center.  This had not been done 
since the Refuse Materials Planning Committee performed a similar review back in 2003.  
Following a tragic accident in November 2014, the Town asked a local engineering firm to 
provide a safety assessment of the vehicular and drop-off patterns in place at the time of 
the accident.  The firm (Woodard & Curran) proposed a new traffic pattern which eliminated 
the backing of vehicles into the hopper area.  Parking stalls were created out in front of the 
hopper area and, since then, residents have been required to walk their MSW into the 
hopper area.  The configuration, which was approved by the Town Council, was 
implemented on January 21, 2015.  The new temporary traffic pattern is meant to provide 
a safer environment for users in the interim until a more comprehensive review could be 
completed by the Solid Waste & Long Range Planning Committee during the summer of 
2015. 
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Current Financials 
 
Overview 
 
Disposing of waste and recycling is a costly business.  Waste disposal in Cape Elizabeth is one of 
the largest single expense lines in the town’s municipal budget.  Any changes made in this area 
may have significant impacts on the Town’s overall budget. 
 
The largest components of the Refuse and Recycling (R&R) budget are personnel and ecomaine 
service fee expenses.  These are offset somewhat by fees paid by citizens to dispose of bulky 
waste and demolition materials, for permits, and so on.  These revenues are budgeted at $95,000 
in FY2016.  The bulk of the expense of waste disposal, however, is paid for by property taxes.   
 
Per the town charter, each year the Town Council reviews (and may change) the R&R budget for 
the coming year proposed by the Director of Public Works and recommended by the Town 
Manager.  Once the Council is satisfied with the R&R budget, a public hearing is held to allow 
citizens to comment.  After this public input and often extensive discussion, councilors vote to 
approve the R&R budget (as well as the budgets of other municipal departments.)  At the same 
meeting, the Council votes to set a property tax rate based upon the upcoming budget for the 
Town.  
 
In short, all property owners in Cape Elizabeth, even those who do not use the Recycling Center, 
pay for waste disposal in the town via their property taxes.  User fees currently cover only a small 
portion of the R&R budget. 
 
 

*************************************************************** 
 
 
Following is the Fiscal Year 2016 Refuse and Recycling budget document which details R&R 
expense lines since FY2014 as well as specific explanations of each line item.  (This information is 
also available to the public on the Town’s website.) 
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Refuse Recycling Budget 
FY 2016 

  
  

    BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET EST. EXP. BUDGET $ Change % Change 

320 REFUSE & RECYCLING     FY 2014   FY 2014   FY 2015    FY 2015    FY 2016   Y 15 to FY 16  FY 15 to FY 16 

1001 FULL TIME PAYROLL   75,530 75,469 77,032 77,032 78,785  $         1,753  2% 

1002 PART TIME PAYROLL   23,695 24,462 25,180 26,000 26,872  $         1,692  7% 

1003 OVERTIME PAYROLL   2,480 2,084 2,530 2,530 2,570  $             40  2% 

1020 SOCIAL SECURITY    7,780 7,532 8,013 8,075 8,279  $            267  3% 

  SUBTOTAL PERSONNEL   109,485 109,547 112,755 113,637 116,506  $         3,752  3% 

2002 POWER   7,420 2,286 2,500 2,500 2,500  $              -    0% 

2003 WATER & SEWER                

2004 RECYCLING PRINTING & PROMOTION 4,000 3,984 4,000 4,000 4,000  $              -    0% 

2012 ECOMAINE FEES   439,995 419,072 282,960 275,000 278,000  $        (4,960) -2% 

2014 DEMOLITION MATERIAL DISPOSAL 43,950 38,927 45,650 50,000 51,100  $         5,450  12% 

2015 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DISPOSAL  19,000 15,340 19,000 17,000 17,000  $        (2,000) -11% 

2021 EQUIPMENT RENTAL   300 51 300 150 200  $           (100) -33% 

2022 UNIFORM RENTAL   1,300 1,267 1,295 1,295 1,300  $               5  0% 

2032 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE   5,400 5,044 5,600 5,600 5,600  $              -    0% 

2062 MISC. CONTRACT SVCS.   2,200 2,083 2,000 2,000 2,000  $              -    0% 

2063 ALARM SERVICE   1,600 977 1,600 1,000 1,600  $              -    0% 

3002 GASOLINE   536 536 550 550 365  $           (185) -34% 

3006 MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES 1,500 1,375 1,500 1,500 1,500  $              -    0% 

3040 DIESEL FUEL   7,310 7,315 7,500 7,500 5,600  $        (1,900) -25% 

  SUBTOTAL   534,511 498,257 374,455 368,095 370,765  $        (3,690) -1% 

320 REFUSE DISPOSAL   643,996 607,804 487,210 481,732 487,271   0% 
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TOWN OF CAPE ELIZABETH 

REFUSE & RECYCLING BUDGET (320) 

ACCOUNT SUMMARY – FY 2016 (July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016) 

PERSONNEL & SALARY INFORMATION 
 

FULL-TIME PAYROLL (1001)                                                               Actual FY 2015               Budget FY 2016 

 

Recycling Center Attendant (40 hrs. @ $868.75/wk. @ 52 wks.)                     $44,507                               $45,175 

Equipment Operator (40 hrs. @ $884.75/wk. @ 38 wks.)                                  32,525                                 33,610*   

 

PART-TIME PAYROLL (1002) 

 

Part-Time Recycling Center Attendant  

(35 hrs./wk./yr. (average) @ $14.74/hr. @ 52 wks.                                             25,180                                 26,872* 

Note: The pay amounts shown (an increase of 1.5% from FY 2015) for FY 2016 were approved in the current collective 

bargaining (CBA) agreement with the Teamsters Local #340. *Denotes individuals who are eligible for a step increase per the 

CBA. 

 

Full-Time Payroll (1001)                                                                            $78,785 

Due to grounds maintenance duties, hauling of the Transfer Trailers, and materials handling at the Transfer Station; one Equipment 

Operator is charged off to Refuse & Recycling for 38 weeks. The remaining 14 weeks is charged off to the Sewer Fund budget (815) 

 

Part-Time Payroll (1002)                                                                            $26,872 

The part-time attendant is currently working Mon., Wed., Fri., and Sat., for a total of 34.5 hours week. This individual also covers 

portions of the shift of the full-time attendant on occasion, which why that position is budgeted for 35 hours/week for the year. 

 

Overtime (1003)                                                                                            $2,570 

The Full Time Attendant is required to work overtime when we open for the disposal of leaf and yard wastes in the Spring and Fall (8 

Sundays/year). In addition, the attendants are required to work certain holidays when other Town services are closed and the 

Recycling Center is kept open. 
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Recycling Printing & Promotion (2004)                                                      $4,000 

This account pays for printed materials, recycling promotional items, the purchase of recycling containers (if needed) and educational 

materials. For example in FY 2015, we used a portion of the funds to subsidize the cost of compost bins for residents who purchased a 

bin as part of that program. It is proposed to offer that program again in the Spring of 2016. 

 

ecomaine & Contracted Services Fees (2012)                                          $278,000 

The tonnage sent to ecomaine is anticipated to total approximately 2,550 tons by June 30, 2015, which is 100 tons under our projected 

amount. This compares to 2,443 tons that were hauled in FY 2013 and 2,474 tons that were hauled in FY 2014.  

 

The Town has reached a plateau with our recycling rate. We saw an immediate gain with the implementation of “single stream” 

several years ago, but since that time the rates generated by the “Silver Bullet” program have been flat; in what is essentially a 

voluntary recycling program. The only way to make more measurable gains is to provide financial incentives to recycle, such as the 

implementation of a “Pay per Bag” program. 

 

The Recycling Committee is doing their best to promote the benefits of recycling in the community. They are currently trying to 

promote the benefits of food-waste composting to the citizens, which is another way for us to reduce the tonnage that gets sent to 

ecomaine. The Town has subsidized the sale of backyard compost bins to residents for the last two years. The program has helped but 

we still need to extract more food-waste from the waste stream.  

 

This will be the fourth year of our relationship with Maine Waste Solutions, LLC, who transport food waste generated at both 

cafeterias (including the kitchen at Community Services) to a licensed facility in Portland. The material is volume-reduced and 

composted at the Riverside Recycling Facility. They provide annual training, the containers and the transportation (2x/per week). The 

program is budgeted at $1,165/month for 10 months. We have been extracting approximately 1- 1.5 tons of food-waste from the 

cafeterias each month. 

 

Listed below is a breakdown of the expenditures programmed for this account:                 

 

                                                   Estimated Compactor Refuse:  2,600 tons @ $70.50/ton = $183,300 

 

                                                   HS/MS/PC School Campus Container Pulls (Refuse & Single Stream Recycling): 

- 320 services/year for refuse container @ $10.00/service = $3,200 
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- 215 services/year for single-stream recycling container @ $10.00/service = $2,150 

- Contracted Food Waste Removal Services  =   $11,650 

                                                   -     ecomaine Recycling Containers: “Silver Bullets” located at the Recycling Center and Town Hall: 

                           800 pulls/year @    $74.00/pull =   $59,200 

                                                   -     Corrugated Cardboard Recycling:  250 pulls/year   @ $74.00/pull   =   $18,500 

                                                  

Brush & Demolition Removal (2014)                                                      $51,100 

This account covers the volume reduction and removal of brush, woodwastes, white goods and demolition material (asphalt shingles, 

sheetrock, and concrete). In lieu of a heavy item collection, fees are waived for two full weeks so residents (not commercial haulers) 

can bring their own material to the Recycling Center at no charge. It is difficult to gauge the amount of material that is brought in, 

especially bulky wastes, wood-waste (demolition) and white goods. Most of the disposal services are being maintained at the FY 2015 

levels, with the exception of bulky wastes, where a math error was corrected and the number of “pulls” is being increased. 

 

Clean Wood (Brush & Limbs) Grinding:           No charge for this service 

 

Demolition Wood Disposal: 600 tons/year @ $23.00/ton   = $13,800 

 

Demolition Wood Residue Disposal:  150 tons @ $10.00/ton = $1,500.00 

 

Gypsum Board Container Pulls: 14 pulls/year @ $60.00/pull @ $50.00/ton per 5.9 tons of gypsum (avg.) = $4,970 

  

                    Asphalt Shingle Container Pulls:  12 pulls/year @ $60.00/pull @ $55.00/ton per 9.3 tons of shingles (avg.) = $6,858 

 

                    Glass (Inc. Porcelain) Container Pulls: 2 pulls/year @ $60.00/pull @ $36.00/ton per 8.0 tons of glass (avg.) = $700 

 

                    Aluminum Container Pulls: 2 @ $70.00/pull = $140 
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                    Bulky Wastes:  85 pulls/year @ $70.00/haul, per 2.10 tons of waste (avg.) @ $49.00/ton = $14,700 

 

                    White Goods/Metal Container Pulls: 55 pulls/year @ $70.00/pull = $3,850 

 

                    Tire Disposal: 400 tires @ $2.00/tire = $800 

 

                    Propane Tanks:  200 tanks @ $3.00/tank = $600 

 

                    Concrete/Brick Disposal:  180 tons/year @ $8.50/ton   =   $1,530 

 

                    Freon Removal:    325 units @ $8.00/unit    =   $2,600             

 

                    Stump Disposal:   $250                                           

                                                            

Household Hazardous Waste & E-Waste Collection Event (2015)                                    $17,000 

It is proposed to continue to host Household Hazardous and E-Waste Collection in May of 2016. This is truly the best way to 

coordinate the disposal of chemicals, protect the environment, and meet one of the requirements of our stormwater and CSO 

management plans.  Residents took full advantage of the program last May with over 300 vehicles dropping off items. The collection 

is held at the Public Works Facility and facilitated by two licensed consolidators, with the assistance of our personnel.   

 

Equipment Rental (2021)                                           $200                                                                    

This account covers rental or contracted equipment for use at the Recycling Center. 

 

Uniform Rental (2022)                                               $1,300 
A portion of the uniform rental for the Recycling Center personnel is charged off to this budget  

 

Facility & Site Maintenance (2032)                          $5,600                  

This account covers signage replacement, minor facility maintenance, repairs to the compactor unit, transfer trailers, the tractor-unit 

and the bulldozer.  It has been increased slightly to continue the upgrade of signage at the Center. 

 

Misc. Contractual Services (2062)                            $2,000 

This account primarily pays for our monthly EZ-Pass expense to utilize the Maine Turnpike to transport refuse to EcoMaine. It also 

covers the monthly transaction fees that we now pay to accept debit and credit cards at the Recycling Center. 
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Alarm Service Monitoring (2063)                              $1,600 

This account covers monitoring fees and expenses for two telephone lines to service the Fire Alarm System at the Recycling Center 

compactor building.  

 

Gasoline (3002)                                                             $365 

A small amount of gasoline is charged off for Refuse Disposal operations. It is budgeted at $2.11/gallon. 

 

Misc. Supplies (3006)                                                  $1,500 

This account covers printing fees, permits, paper goods, supplies and the annual solid waste license fee.   

 

Diesel Fuel (3040)                                                        $5,600 

This covers diesel fuel for the Refuse-relate equipment is budgeted at $2.31/gallon.
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MSW and Recycling Tonnage Trends in Cape Elizabeth and Impact on Costs  
 
Between 1990-91 and 2014-15, the amount of municipal solid waste (MSW) disposed in Cape 
Elizabeth varied between 3439 and 2422 tons per year.  Over the same period, recycling tonnage 
from Cape Elizabeth steadily increased from 236 to 1159 tons.  The peak recycling year was 2010-
11 with 1262 tons. 
 
After seven years of decreases, MSW tons peaked again in 2005-06 at 3755 tons.  At about the 
same time, recycling tonnage experienced a dip after steady gains for 15 years. 
 
In 2007, ecomaine, the regional provider of waste services for 21 local communities, introduced 
single stream recycling.  This easier (i.e., less sorting of materials) method for citizens to dispose 
of recyclable waste had an immediate impact on Cape Elizabeth’s MSW and recycling tonnage.  
MSW tonnage quickly started declining from its 2005-06 high of 3755 tons.  The decrease 
flattened out somewhat in 2010-11 and are currently holding steady at around 2450 tons per 
year. 
 
Recycling tonnage increased sharply after the implementation of single stream.  It jumped to a 
peak of 1262 tons in 2010-11 and has plateaued since then to levels consistent with other 
voluntary recycling programs like Cape Elizabeth’s.   
 
In June 2015, Cape Elizabeth recycled about 31.3% of its waste.  For the last full fiscal year (2014-
15 or FY15), the town recycled about 32.4% of its waste.  
 
The charts on the following page show trends in Cape Elizabeth’s MSW and recycling tonnage.  
Ecomaine recycling data for June 2015 and FY15 are included after the trend charts. 
 
 
Impact of Relative Costs of Disposing of MSW vs. Recycling 
 
According to the Director of Public Works, based on current expenses and processes, it costs 
Cape Elizabeth approximately $130 per ton (including the current tip fee and hauling costs) to 
dispose of MSW.  It costs $74 per ton to transport the town’s single stream recyclables to 
ecomaine.  Thus, it is apparent that every ton of waste that is recycled versus going to ecomaine 
as “trash” costs Cape Elizabeth $56 less—a clear cost savings for the town and its property 
taxpayers as well as a benefit for the environment. 
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ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Current Facility (Buildings and Site) Inadequate for Long Term 
 
 Introduction 
 

The Committee looked at the inadequacies of the existing buildings and site as it 
considered future planning.  Primary goals of enhancing safety by preventing the 
comingling of vehicular and pedestrian traffic throughout the site, avoiding the need for 
residents to back into a hopper area, and finding ways to improve ease of use were key 
to the design process. 

 
Traffic and Safety 

 
The current traffic flow patterns into and around the Transfer/Recycling Center 
have been essentially the same since it opened in 1978.  Some minor changes 
were made when the stump and demolition area was closed in 1995, when the 
Swap Shop and Bottle buildings were added, and when the retaining wall was built 
to improve access to the roll off containers.  When the “Single-Sort Recycling” 
program was implemented, traffic was again modified to help make the “silver 
bullets” more accessible. 

 
  In 2003, the Refuse Materials Planning Committee report stated: 
 

“The circular traffic flow and hopper access has been maintained close to its 
original concept since 1978.  The recent survey, along with feedback from at the 
site, has identified that some users do not always feel comfortable backing into 
the Transfer Station.  Vehicles frequently park across from the compactor building.  
Or even drive into it, to avoid backing into the compactor drop-off.  This creates 
more traffic problems, as vehicles jockey for position around the hopper area.“ 

 
There have been minimal changes over the years, although with the increase in 
average age of Cape Elizabeth residents and more senior drivers, the desire to 
figure out how to move away from backing in the hopper has increased.  During 
the study and survey in 2003, there was some concern exhibited.  
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Interestingly, the responses to a specific question on the 2003 citizen survey 
regarding traffic did not indicate a strong endorsement for change. 

Which of the following improvements would be helpful? 
 
Better traffic flow     30% Yes   70% No 
 
Provide an alternative to backing in at the trash hopper  

37% Yes   63% No 
 

However, with increased traffic, more recycling, and other changes, it has now 
become apparent that a “straight line traffic pattern” would be a preferred 
change, rather than backing into an existing building. 
 
More recent safety issues have been impatience, not paying attention, and 
excessive speed. 

 
Some people have suggested more signage or perhaps “clearer directions.”  In 
addition to new equipment and a revised traffic pattern, to ensure optimum 
efficiency and ease-of-use for users and staff, attention must be paid to the 
directional signage and way-finding that help to navigate people through the 
facility.  As it stands today, the Recycling Center suffers from two problems related 
to signage:  1) there are too many (over 90) signs, which create visual confusion, 
overload, and noise; and 2) the existing signs, while identifying individual locations 
around the site, do little to help move people through the facility in a streamlined 
and orderly manner.  
 
Additionally, options should be considered that address the growing concern 
about the speed at which users are driving at the Recycling Center.  Some solutions 
might include:  more prominent speed limit signs, the installation of grooved 
pavement/rumble strips at various locations along the access road and within the 
facility, and occasional spot checks by the Police Department to ensure 
compliance with the posted speed limit. 

 
After the recent tragic accident on November 24, 2014 at the Recycling Center, 
the Town Council moved up their planned schedule for reviewing the site and 
facility, and hired Woodard & Curran to do a traffic and safety study.  They made 
several recommendations and proposed three options for a new temporary traffic 
pattern.  Their report is attached in Appendix E. 

 

In the report, Woodard & Curran provided an assessment worth noting: 

 
“It should be noted that nearly all municipal transfer stations/recycling facilities, 
by their nature, consist of a large number of pedestrians and vehicles sharing the 
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same relatively small amount of space.  Overall, the public’s safety record at the 
Cape Elizabeth transfer station has been satisfactory and is a testament to the 
patience, consistent mode of operations, slow speeds, and overall attentiveness of 
the employees and facility users.  Initial indications are that the recent tragic 
accident appears to be more the result of vehicle operator error and traffic 
accident rather than a transfer station design or facility operation error. Thirty-
seven years of operation without another serious accident speaks to a reasonable 
facility layout and design combined with good cooperation from the public as a 
whole.” 

 
Their report recommended “Alternate 2 (Diagonal Parking Access) as the best of 
three alternatives with respect to both safety and functionality of the facility.  This 
alternative removes vehicle and pedestrian congestion within the compactor 
building and provides dedicated traffic patterns requiring all vehicles to travel only 
in a forward direction.”  Their full report is attached in Appendix E. 

 
On January 21, 2015, the Town implemented Alternate 2 at the Recycling Center, 
which included barriers for fall protection at the bulky waste containers.  
Additional small adjustments to improve the changes have been made since that 
date with the understanding that the current plan is not the final solution. 

 
It became apparent in the early stages of the SWRLRP Committee’s work that 
improved traffic management was critical and that the safest traffic design would 
a) eliminate backing up into the hopper area and b) provide that all traffic move 
forward in a controlled lane.  In addition, for the safety of pedestrians, walking 
across traffic needed to be minimized.  Lastly, the Committee recognized that 
traffic and parking must be improved at the Swap Shop. 

 
A total site review of traffic was deemed necessary, but the first issue had to be 
how the solid waste and recycling were going to be handled, especially since viable 
options utilizing the existing building were limited. 

 
In every option/plan considered by the Committee, pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic movements, as well as the safety of users and employees, were primary 
concerns. 

 
The recommended design for the Recycling Center includes: 

 

 Forward moving traffic in multiple straight lanes through the disposal area 
with only two stops (Recycling [including cardboard] and Solid Waste) 

 Revised traffic pattern for the Swap Shop and Bottle Shed 

 Improved parking at the Swap Shop area 

 Separate exit for people leaving the Recycling Center but not needing to 
go to the Swap Shop area 
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 Better access and parking to the office for users needing to ask questions 
or pay fees 

 Improved and consolidated signage and directions 

 New guard rails along bulky waste containers to prevent falls and be more 
user-friendly than the current “Jersey barriers” 

 

Constraints of Current Site 
 

Early in the course of its review process, the Committee tasked Woodard & Curran 
with reviewing the existing Recycling Center detailed site plans and identifying the 
following: 
 

 Any limitations and/or restrictions at the current location for facility 
renovation, expansion or reconstruction; and 

 Possible locations on adjacent Town property for siting any possible new 
facility construction. 

 
Through this due diligence, the Committee learned that the options before it were 
quite limited based on a number of contributing factors: 

 

 The existing facility is built on the site of the previous capped landfill, thus 
restricting greatly any opportunity for redevelopment, per Maine 
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) statutes and guidelines. 

 There are numerous wetlands abutting the site, which would require 
extensive additional permitting and remediation efforts—if allowable at 
all—for any redevelopment. 

 Any potentially permitted redevelopment, roughly on the existing 
footprint, could require significantly expensive construction costs, notably 
for retaining walls and fill. 

 Adjacent sites have existing uses (e.g., athletics at Gull Crest Field area; 
Public Works building; community garden) that would be adversely 
disrupted by any change in use to accommodate a newly constructed 
facility. 

 
Given these parameters, the Committee determined the best way to plan for the 
future of the Recycling Center was to focus any concepts and planning discussions 
on ways to redevelop the facility on the existing site, in a manner that would see 
the least amount of impact from any of the above factors.
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Structural Issues/Assessment of Current Compactor Building    
 

Early during the review process, the Committee realized that the 37 year old 
compactor and building were in need of repairs or replacement.  The Town’s 
engineering firm Woodard & Curran (W&C) conducted a structural condition 
assessment of the compactor building at the Recycling Center in order to identify 
any structural deficiencies and to provide a cost estimate for implementing 
improvements that would extend the life of the building for at least 20 years.  In 
general, the facility was found to be in “fair condition” for its age and the structural 
integrity of the building and its foundation to be intact.  However, 37 deficiencies 
were identified, some of which require prompt and timely remedial attention.  
W&C determined that just to continue to use the current building and equipment, 
with no improvements in service or safety, would cost the Town $471,000 (not a 
good use of tax dollars, the Committee felt.)  Given this determination, the 
Committee decided to explore how to use such an investment as a down payment 
toward creating an improved and safer operational plan. 
 
W&C’s full condition assessment report, dated May 8, 2015, is available in 
Appendix G. Also included in Appendix H are two revised itemized cost estimates, 
dated July 10, 2015, which address the minimum and the recommended repairs 
and upgrades to the current building which would be necessary were the Town 
Council to pursue a status quo option. 
 
Level of Service  

 
The Committee agreed that the current level of service could be significantly 
improved by finding easier, more convenient, and, at the same time, safer ways 
for residents to recycle and to dispose of their MSW and bulky waste.  Because of 
Cape Elizabeth’s aging population, particular attention was paid to design 
elements that would be user friendly for the elderly. 

 
The current recycling “silver bullets” have small 16” by 24” openings for single-
sort recycling that some people find too hard to reach (openings are 59½” off the 
ground), so the Committee searched for ways to recycle without having to lift 
items so far.  With MSW, residents currently must park and either carry or cart 
their trash into the compactor building, then lift the trash over a fence to drop it 
down to the compactor.  The time and effort required to carry or cart trash into 
the compactor building decreases convenience for all, increases wait times for 
others, and is ergonomically challenging for many.  Carrying and lifting trash can 
be problematic for anyone, especially for the older population.  The Committee 
searched for design options that would prevent or minimize the need to carry and 
lift MSW. 
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The accident in November 2014 highlighted the hazards of vehicles backing up 
into the compactor building.  As people age, neck and back range of motion tends 
to decrease, thus making it difficult for many people to turn and look backwards.  
The Committee placed a high priority on traffic designs which would eliminate or 
minimize the need to back up anywhere on the site. 

 
The bulky waste containers are currently behind and below ‘jersey barriers” to 
prevent residents from falling into them.  This causes residents to reach across the 
barriers when trying to throw away bulky materials.  Here again, the Committee 
sought ways to improve ergonomics by preventing the need to reach forward 
while handling heavy items. 
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 Recommendation:   
 

Design 
The Committee recommends the following redesign concept for the Town’s Recycling 
Center.  This redesign is intended to meet the needs of Cape Elizabeth citizens for the 
next 25 to 30 years; it is a long-term solution for how the Town can handle municipal solid 
waste and recycling in an efficient and cost-effective manner.  The Recommended Design 
addresses the Committee’s key concerns of safety, level of service, and the needs of an 
aging population using the facility.   
 
This redesigned Recycling Center is sited at the same location as the current facility; it 
does not require a site expansion which would mean building expensive retaining walls.  
The redesign of traffic flow is a major component of all aspects of the new design. 
Outdoor stationary compactors for both recycling and MSW replace the need for a new 
hopper/compactor and save considerable tax dollars in compactor building repairs. 

 
When entering the facility, residents will 
drive forward into one of five lanes.  Those 
wanting to visit only the Swap Shop, Bottle 
Shed, or other ancillary service areas can use 
a bypass lane separate from the four lanes 
that will handle MSW and recycling disposal.  
For each of the four disposal lanes, drivers 
will first pull up along outdoor stationary 
compactor units which accept single-sort 
recycling as well as corrugated cardboard.  
Not only will this process eliminate for users 
a separate, later stop to discard cardboard 
(as is now required), but it will also allow 
them to deposit trash into openings significantly lower and more accessible than the 59½ 
inch high (from the ground) ones in the current silver bullets. 
 
Further down the lanes will be the MSW outdoor stationary compactors.  Both MSW and 
recycling compactors will have user-friendly access; specifically, larger 35” by 60” window 
openings that will be approximately 42 inches above the ground which will minimize 
lifting.  This “drive-along” design will enhance user safety by eliminating any need for 
backing up cars that are dropping off trash or recycling.  The Committee anticipates that 
with an increased number of lanes, citizens will require less time to dispose of their trash 
and recycling.  Thus, the new recommended design will enhance the current levels of both 
safety and service provided.   
 
The existing compactor (“hopper”) building will be refurbished for continued use as an 
operations office, as housing for the electrical panels and the Town’s radio 
communications system, as well as for the storage of E-waste (televisions and monitors) 

EXAMPLE OF STATIONARY COMPACTOR 
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and select universal waste (batteries, etc.)  Parking at the building (and backing up to exit) 
will be separated from the drive-forward lanes.   

 
OSHA-compliant permanent 42” high railings to prevent fall hazards will replace the jersey 
barriers that are now placed in front of the bulky waste containers.  Though residents 
must still do some lifting, they will not have to do so while reaching forward, thus 
improving both safety and of service levels for citizens. 

 
The donation bins will be relocated to relieve congestion near the Swap Shop and Bottle 
Shed.  The vacuum cleaner will remain in its current location. 

 
Parking spaces for the Swap Shop will be moved north and will include ADA access.  The 
northern shift of parking spots will relieve the bottleneck congestion that now occurs so 
often near the south part of the Swap Shop, where residents enter and exit the Recycling 
Center. 

 
A new traffic pattern will separate Swap Shop patrons’ vehicles from those exiting the 
Recycling Center.  Two new traffic-separating islands will guide patrons either to the Swap 
Shop and Bottle Shed, or to the exit.   
 
See following page for the proposed “Recommended Design” facility site plan. 
 
 



V
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Rationale for the Recommendation 
After extensive research, analysis, and discussion, the Committee considered three final 
options:  the status quo, a new design, and curbside pickup.  These were the benchmark 
scenarios used to compare safety, levels of service, ease of use, and overall costs. 
 
Keeping the status quo (i.e., all current operations with the same site layout and using the 
current traffic flow and procedures), does require $471,000 in new capital costs because 
the existing compactor building needs repairs as well as a new hopper and compactor.  
Including these expenses and yearly operating, total annual costs to the Town for the 
keeping the status quo option would be $554,519.  Unfortunately, the status quo option 
does not provide safety and service levels that the Committee feels are adequate, 
especially for the long term. 
 
The total annual costs of the new recommended design are only $13,799 more than the 
status quo plan at $568,318.  For this slight annual increase, citizens will get significantly 
improved safety, increased levels of service, and greater ease of use for our aging 
population.  The Town will get an operation that should work well for the next 25 to 30 
years.  By using satellite compactors that accept corrugated cardboard as well as 
recyclables (thus eliminating an extra stop for citizens), recycling will become easier and 
the Committee hopes that the Town’s recycling rate will increase with MSW disposal cost 
savings results.  By using the new compactors, the Town will save $53,590 annually in 
the hauling/trucking costs to dispose of MSW, recycling, and cardboard; these savings 
are almost double the amortized annual capital cost ($31,000) of all the new equipment.  
Multiple drive forward only lanes for recycling and MSW will eliminate backing up and 
prevent waiting, improving levels of both safety and service. 
 
The Committee quickly ruled out curbside pickup as a viable option.  Though the 
estimated initial capital cost of $113,535 (for residential trash bins) is low, annual curbside 
pickup costs are the highest of the three options at $774,752 (estimated vendor contract 
prices average $400,000 per year and the other operational costs, including tipping fees, 
equal $368,752 annually.)  The transfer station would remain open part time for yard 
waste, bulky waste, demolition debris, and other ancillary services that citizens want 
bringing the total to $774,752.  In addition, the Committee found very little public support 
for curbside pickup. 
 
In summary, the recommended design plan, if adopted, will improve citizen and employee 
safety, will provide better service (especially for an aging population), will work within the 
constraints of the current Recycling Center site, and will do so in an efficient and cost-
effective way. 
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Recommendation: For all these reasons, the SWRLRP Committee members 
unanimously endorse the Recommended Design plan as the Town’s plan 
for handling MSW, recycling, and other wastes for the next 25 to 30 years. 

 
 
 

************************************************************************ 
 
 

Details of the recommended site plan, other options considered for comparison, and cost 
information (both initial capital expenses and annual operating costs) follow on the next 
pages.  



Status Quo with Required Repairs:

Recommended Design:

Curbside Pickup:

PREPARED BY:

Recycling and MSW is collected curbside and hauled by a waste management contractor to ecomaine; transfer station

remains open half-time as a bulky waste and construction demolition & debris transfer station only. Capital costs include

minimum recommended repairs to existing compactor building for use as a universal waste storage building. Capital

costs also include new flooring over existing hopper opening. This operation assumes 1.0 FTE*.

$589,334 $774,752

$471,000 $1,297,500

N/A

Residents dispose of recycling and MSW per current operations; residents dispose of single-sort recycling in exterior

'silver bullets'; residents park and walk into existing compactor building to dispose of MSW in hopper. Capital costs

include required repairs to existing compactor building and replacement of existing hopper and compactor. Current

operations utilize 1.85 FTE*.
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$29,000 $81,000 $6,000

$99,914

$368,752

$575,535

Hauling Cost Per
Year

Curbside Contract
Cost Per Year

Total Cost Per
Year

$446,621

**Based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget, yearly operational costs include: employee labor & benefits, ecomaine MSW

tipping fees, demolition and hazardous material disposal fees, and power and miscellaneous costs.

*FTE = Full-Time Equivalent employee, which equals the number of employees on full-time schedules plus the number of employees

on part-time schedules converted to a full-time basis.

N/A N/A $400,000

$462,010

SUMMARY OF COSTS

Status Quo with
Required Repairs

Recommended Design Curbside Pickup

Total Conceptual
Capital Cost

Operational Costs
Per Year**

$113,535

Capital Cost Per
Year

Upgrade both recycling and MSW disposal; residents dispose of both single-sort recycling and MSW in new outdoor

stationary compactors, which load into roll-off containers. Capital costs include two new recycling outdoor stationary

compactors, three new MSW outdoor stationary compactors, nine new roll-off containers, and recommended repairs to

existing compactor building for use as a universal waste storage building. Site improvements include paving, medians,

pavement markings, signage, concrete pads, leachate collection and a handrail along the existing retaining wall. This

operation assumes 2.0 FTE*.

$46,324
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● Engineering design; ● Equipment and furnishings; 
● Permitting application and fees; ● Field supervision of construction activities; and
● Construction, including materials and labor; ● Contingency fees.
● Temporary facilities;

Site

Improvements &

Structural Cost
$534,000

Equipment Cost $331,000

Temporary

Facilities Cost
N/A

Engineering Cost $216,250

Contingency

Cost
$216,250

$1,297,500Total Conceptual Capital Cost

P
R

O
JE

C
T

C
O

S
T

The conceptual capital cost for a construction project includes all of the expenses related to the initial establishment of the facility, including :

C
O

N
S

T
R

U
C

T
IO

N
C

O
S

T

Engineering costs include design services, permitting services and construction

supervision and administration services. During conceptual-level capital cost estimating,

the fees for these services are commonly based on a percentage of the total estimated

construction cost; Woodard & Curran has assumed 5% for permitting fees, 10% for

design fees, and 10% for part-time construction field supervision and administration fees,

which totals to 25% of the total estimated construction cost. These fees are rough

approximations only and actual fees will vary depending on the complexity of the

permitting process and other factors.

Contingency fees are standard in the practice of construction cost estimating to account

for work that is not completely defined or known at the time an estimate is prepared.

During design, the contingency factor tends to reflect the degree of completeness of the

design; a higher contingency factor is utilized during conceptual-level cost estimating

because it is not cost-effective to perform necessary field investigations or complete a

detailed design while concepts are being modified. A contingency cost of 25% of the total

estimated construction cost is reasonable approximation during conceptual-level design.

As the project progresses towards final design, the contingency factor is typically

reduced. A construction contingency fee of 10 to 15% is still typically included in the final

cost estimate to cover cost increases that could occur as a result of weather or other

uncontrollable delays during construction, or simply a change in the bidding climate.

EXPLANATION OF CONCEPTUAL CAPITAL COST

The site improvements and structural cost includes costs associated with construction of

the Recommended Design. These costs include all materials, equipment and labor

necessary for the Contractor to implement the site improvements outlined on the

Conceptual Site Plan. This includes, but is not limited to, paving, medians, pavement

markings, signage, concrete pads, leachate collection and a new handrail. These costs

also include construction of the recommended structural and architectural repairs and

upgrades to the existing Compactor Building to convert it into a Universal Waste Storage

Building.

The equipment cost includes the costs associated with the new outdoor stationary

compactors and roll-off containers of the Recommended Design. These costs include

both the purchase and installation of the new equipment by the Contractor.

An explanation of the items included in the conceptual capital cost for the Recommended Design is provided below:

RECOMMENDED DESIGN

The temporary facility cost includes the costs associated with managing operations of

the existing facility during construction. Typically, this cost may include temporary utilities

and offices provided by the Contractor for use by the Owner during construction. No

temporary facility costs are anticipated for the Recommended Design as it is expected

the residents will be able to utilize the existing Compactor Building and 'silver bullets'

while the Contractor installs the new compactors and constructs the site improvements;

safety measures will be implemented by the Contractor on the active construction site.

Once the new compactors are operational, the residents will utilize the new compactors

while the Contractor completes the recommended repairs and upgrades to convert the

existing Compactor Building into a Universal Waste Storage Building.
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Notes: (1) Site Improvements & Structural estimate includes: Recommended Repairs to Existing Compactor Building

(2) Equipment estimate includes: New Compactor and Hopper

(3) Engineering estimate includes: Design, Permitting, and Part-time Construction Administration. Estimate assumes 25% of Site Improvements/Structural and Equipment costs.

(4) Contingency estimate assumes 25% of Site Improvement/Structural and Equipment costs.

Notes: (1) Anticipated MSW and recycling tonnage based on FY 2014 volume.

(2) Vendor indicated a 75 CY trailer can hold 17-19 Tons of compacted MSW.

Notes: (1) Power costs based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget.

(2) Miscellaneous costs include the following: equipment rental, vehicle maintenance, alarm services, diesel fuel, gasoline, miscellaneous supplies (based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget).

(3) Utilizes 1.85 FTE.

$99,914

$78,000

Description

STATUS QUO WITH REQUIRED REPAIRS - CONCEPTUAL COSTS

Residents dispose of recycling and MSW per current operations; residents dispose of single-sort recycling in 'silver bullets'; residents park and walk into existing compactor building to

dispose of MSW in hopper. Capital costs include required repairs to existing compactor building and replacement of existing hopper and compactor.

Temporary

Facilities
Engineering(3)

Amortized Capital Cost
Total Cost for Hauling

per Year
ecomaine

MSW Tipping

Fee per Year

$190,000

Demolition &

Hazardous Material

Disposal Fees per

Year

$64,650

Equipment(2)

$112,000

Employee Labor &

Benefits Cost Per

Year(3)
(From Above)

$29,000

(From Above)

$165,126

Anticipated

Tonnage of

MSW per

Year(1)

2,520

N/A

Hoppers & Compactors

(15 yrs. at 3%)

Site, Struct., Eng.,

Temp. Facil. &

Contingency

(30 yrs. at 3%)

$10,000$19,000

Miscellaneous

Cost per Year(2)

$74

$70,004

$21,016N/A

Hauling from

Transfer Station

Hauling from

behind Town Hall
275

0.97

0.97

922

Cost for Curbside

Pickup per Year

(per Vendor)

N/A

TOTAL CONCEPTUAL COSTS PER YEAR

946

284

$74

Total Cost Per

Year

$575,535

17 148

N/A

$60

N/A

$8,894.12

N/A

CONCEPTUAL CAPITAL COSTS

$200,000

CONCEPTUAL HAULING COSTS

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE HAULING COSTS

Tons of

Recycling

per

Container

Total Cost for

Recycling

Hauls Per Year

RECYCLING HAULING COSTS

$3,000

$99,914

Tons of

MSW per

Trailer(2)

Anticipated

Number of

MSW Hauls per

Year

$78,000

Contingency(4)

$471,000

Total Capital

Cost

Cost Per MSW

Haul

(Town)

Total Cost for

MSW Hauls Per

Year

Anticipated

Number of

Recycling

Hauls per Year

Cost Per

Recycling Haul

(Contractor)

AMORTIZED CAPITAL COSTSSUMMARY OF CAPITAL COSTS

Total Cost for

Hauling MSW

& Recycling

per Year

Site

Improvements

& Structural(1)

$24,345

Power Cost

per Year(1)

$2,500

Anticipated

Tonnage of

Recycling per

Year(1)

Capital Cost per

Year

$29,000

(10 yrs. at 3%)

Trailers & Containers

Equipment

N/A
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Notes: (1) Site Improvements & Structural estimate includes: Paving, Pavement Markings, Concrete Pads, Leachate Collection, Stormwater Management Allowance and Recommended Repairs to Existing Building.

(2) Equipment estimate includes: New Outdoor Stationary Compactors and Roll-off Containers (Pricing per discussions with Vendor: Compactors = $50,000/each; Roll-off Containers = $9,000/each)

(3) Engineering estimate includes: Design, Permitting, and Part-time Construction Administration. Estimate assumes 25% of Site Improvements/Structural and Equipment costs.

(4) Contingency estimate assumes 25% of Site Improvement/Structural and Equipment costs.

Notes: (1) Anticipated MSW and recycling tonnage based on FY 2014 volume.

(2) Vendor indicated a 45 CY roll-off container can hold 12-14 Tons of MSW and 7-8 Tons of compacted single-sort recycling.

Notes: (1) Power costs based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget. Power costs assumed to increase with additional compactors.

(2) Miscellaneous costs include the following: equipment rental, vehicle maintenance, alarm services, diesel fuel, gasoline, miscellaneous supplies (based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget).

(3) Assumes 2.0 FTE.

Total Cost for

Recycling

Hauls Per Year

Total Cost
for Hauling
MSW and
Recycling
per Year

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE HAULING COSTS

(Contractor)

Anticipated

Tonnage of

MSW per

Year(1)

Tons of

MSW per

Container(2)

(15 yrs. at 3%)

Total Cost for

MSW Hauls Per

Year

Anticipated

Tonnage of

Recycling per

Year(1)

Tons of

Recycling

per

Container(2)

Anticipated

Number of

Recycling

Hauls per Year

Site

Improvements

& Structural(1)
Engineering(3) Total Capital

Cost
Equipment(2)

RECOMMENDED DESIGN - CONCEPTUAL COSTS

Upgrade both recycling and MSW disposal; residents dispose of both single-sort recycling and MSW in new outdoor stationary compactors, which load into roll-off containers. Capital

costs include two new recycling outdoor stationary compactors, three new MSW outdoor stationary compactors, nine new roll-off containers, and recommended repairs to existing

compactor building for use as a universal waste storage building. Site improvements include paving, medians, pavement markings, signage, concrete pads, leachate collection and

handrail along the existing retaining wall.

CONCEPTUAL CAPITAL COSTS
SUMMARY OF CAPITAL COSTS

Description

Temporary

Facilities

N/A

Demolition &

Hazardous Material

Disposal Fees per

Year

TOTAL CONCEPTUAL COSTS PER YEAR

$216,250 $21,000 $10,000

CONCEPTUAL HAULING COSTS

12

(10 yrs. at 3%)

210 $74

$534,000

Hauling from

Transfer Station

Anticipated

Number of

MSW Hauls per

Year

$331,000

(Contractor)

AMORTIZED CAPITAL COSTS

Site, Struct., Eng.,

Temp. Facil. &

Contingency

(30 yrs. at 3%)

$50,000

Cost Per MSW

Haul

$216,250

Equipment

Hoppers & Compactors Trailers & ContainersContingency(4)

922

Total Cost per
Year

$81,000

RECYCLING HAULING COSTS

$1,297,500

Cost Per

Recycling Haul

$741327
$46,324

Hauling from

behind Town Hall
N/A N/A N/A N/A

$9,768$15,5402,520

N/A 275 0.97 284 $74 $21,016

Total Cost

Per Year

$589,334

Miscellaneous

Cost per Year(2)

$24,345

Power Cost

per Year(1)

$4,500$64,650

ecomaine

MSW Tipping

Fee per Year

$190,000

Employee Labor &

Benefits Cost Per

Year(3)

$178,515N/A

Cost for Curbside

Pickup per Year

(per Vendor)

Total Cost for Hauling

per Year

(From Above)

$46,324

Amortized Capital Cost

(From Above)

$81,000
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Notes: (1) Site Improvements & Structural estimate includes: Minimum repairs to existing compactor building (to be converted to e-waste building)

(2) No equipment necessary.

(3) Engineering estimate includes: Design, Permitting, and Part-time Construction Administration. Estimate assumes 25% of Site Improvements/Structural cost.

(4) Contingency estimate assumes 25% of Site Improvement/Structural cost.

Notes: (1) No MSW and recycling hauling cost required; transportation of MSW and recycling included in curbside pickup contract cost.

Notes: (1) Power costs based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget. Power costs assumed to decrease with removal of compactor.

(2) Miscellaneous costs include the following: equipment rental, vehicle maintenance, alarm services, diesel fuel, gasoline, miscellaneous supplies (based on the Town's Refuse Disposal FY15 budget).

(3) Assumes 1.0 FTE.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A
N/A

Hauling from

behind Town Hall
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

RECYCLING HAULING COSTS

Total Cost for

MSW Hauls

Per Year

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE HAULING COSTS

Cost Per MSW

Haul

N/AN/A

Anticipated

Number of

MSW Hauls per

Year

N/A

Tons of

MSW per

Container

N/A

$89,257

Total Cost for

Recycling

Hauls Per Year

N/A

Cost Per

Recycling Haul

Anticipated

Number of

Recycling

Hauls per Year

N/A

Tons of

Recycling

per

Container

N/A

Anticipated

Tonnage of

Recycling per

Year

N/A

$400,000

Total Capital

Cost

$113,535

Site, Struct., Eng.,

Temp. Facil. &

Contingency

(30 yrs. at 3%)

$6,000

Demolition &

Hazardous Material

Disposal Fees per

Year

$64,650$6,000

Temporary

Facilities

N/A

Engineering(3)

$18,923

N/A

Total Cost for Hauling

per Year

(From Above)

Cost for Curbside

Pickup per Year

Anticipated

Tonnage of

MSW per Year

$75,690

Equipment(2)

N/A

(From Above)

Amortized Capital Cost

Contingency(4)

Site

Improvements

& Structural(1)

$18,923

Total Cost per
Year

$6,000

Total Cost
for Hauling
MSW and
Recycling
per Year

Total Cost

Per Year

CURBSIDE PICKUP - CONCEPTUAL COSTS

Recycling and MSW is collected curbside by a waste management contractor; transfer station remains open half-time as a bulky waste and construction demolition & debris transfer

station only. Capital costs include minimum recommended repairs to existing compactor building for use as a universal waste storage building. Capital costs also include new flooring

over existing hopper opening.

CONCEPTUAL CAPITAL COSTS
SUMMARY OF CAPITAL COSTS AMORTIZED CAPITAL COSTS

Description

$774,752

Miscellaneous

Cost per Year(2)

$24,345

Power Cost

per Year(1)

$500

Equipment

Hoppers & Compactors Trailers & Containers

(15 yrs. at 3%) (10 yrs. at 3%)

$190,000

N/A N/A

CONCEPTUAL HAULING COSTS

TOTAL CONCEPTUAL COSTS PER YEAR

ecomaine

MSW Tipping

Fee per Year

Employee Labor &

Benefits Cost Per

Year(3)

N/A
Hauling from

Transfer Station

(per Vendor)
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Current Services 
 

Bottle Redemption:  The “Bottle Shed” is a place where residents can bring returnable 
bottles and cans, which are now placed in barrels, unsorted, the proceeds of which 
benefit a variety of non-profit groups and youth activities in the community. 
 

Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
bottle redemption program. 

 
Brush and Limbs:  Brush and limbs may be dropped off at the Recycling Center from both 
residents and commercial haulers for a fee. 

 
Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
program of accepting brush and limbs. 

  
Bulky Waste:  The Town accepts bulky waste products (including furniture, mattresses, 
appliances, televisions, and tires) brought in by a resident, not a commercial hauler. 

 
Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
program of accepting bulky waste. 

 
Construction and Demolition Material:  Construction and demolition material from both 
residents and commercial haulers is accepted at the Recycling Center for a fee which 
covers the cost of disposal.   
 

Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
program of accepting that material.  
 

Donation Boxes:  The Salvation Army and Goodwill Industries receptacles at the Recycling 
Center are patronized regularly and provide a benefit to the greater community.   
 

Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
program. 

 
Household Hazardous Waste and Universal Waste: Each May, the Town sponsors a 
household hazardous waste and universal waste drop-off program.  Items accepted 
include pesticides, pool chemicals, paint thinners, fluorescent light bulbs, oil-based 
paints, thermostat, and gasoline.  There is no fee to bring items to the drop-off which is 
held at the Public Works Building on Cooper Drive.  As many as 375 residents take 
advantage of this opportunity to dispose of such waste each year.  

 
Recommendation: The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
drop-off program for hazardous and universal waste once a year. 
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Leaf and Yard Waste: Leaf and yard waste is accepted at the Recycling Center.  There is 
no charge for residents, but commercial haulers must purchase a commercial hauler 
permit and pay an annual surcharge to bring in that material. 

 
Recommendation: The Committee recommends the continuation of the current 
program. 

 
Paper Shredding: Each June, residents can bring to the Recycling Center reasonable 
quantities of paper material which is shredded on site and hauled away for no fee. 
 

Recommendation: The Committee recommends the continuation of the paper 
shredding program. 
 

Swap Shop: The Swap Shop provides for the exchange of books, magazines, and 
household items that might ordinarily be destined for the MSW compactor.  It reduces 
the overall tonnage (estimated at 400 to 600 tons per year) that is sent to ecomaine and 
is therefore a financial benefit to the community, as well as a source of enjoyment and 
assistance to residents. 
 

Recommendation: The Committee recommends that the Swap Shop be 
maintained, but that parking and traffic revisions should be considered by the 
Town Council as part of the overall traffic pattern changes proposed by the 
Committee. 
 

Vacuum Cleaner: The coin operated vacuum cleaner is a useful service for the residents 
and provides approximately $80 per month in revenue to the Town.   
 

Recommendation: The Committee recommends keeping the vacuum cleaner as a 
feature of the Recycling Center. 

 
---------- 

 
Fee Waiver Program: In lieu of a heavy item pick-up program, the Town waives fees for a 
12-day period each October for items and material brought to the Recycling Center by 
residents, not by commercial haulers. 

 
Recommendation: The Committee recommends the continuation of the fee 
waiver program. 
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Recycling Receptacles (Silver Bullets) Behind Town Hall 
 

In addition to the facilities at the Recycling Center, the Town provides receptacles (“silver 
bullets”) behind Town Hall for residents’ use to dispose of single-sort recyclables and 
corrugated cardboard. Based on usage volume, these are a popular option for citizens due 
to their central location, as well as being available for use 24/7 (and specifically during 
times when the Recycling Center is closed.) 

 
Input from residents—at the public input session held in April 2015, in responses to the 
citizen survey, and from individual feedback in one-on-one conversations with Committee 
members—indicated a strong preference to continue to provide these receptacles going 
forward. In fact, residents have even commented on their desire to see additional 
locations established, similar to the one behind Town Hall, in other sections of town. 
While the Committee agrees that additional locations would further support the Town’s 
recycling efforts, the lack of available Town property (specifically in the north section of 
town) limits the opportunity at this time to add additional units. 

 
It should be noted that while the current receptacles at the Town Hall location provide a 
valuable service to residents and are widely utilized, there are concerns from both citizens 
and the Director of Public Works about the condition of the site, along with the 
contamination in the collection units of non-recyclables. While there is a regular hauling 
schedule designed to limit the amount of overflow from units that have reached capacity, 
the Public Works staff frequently has to monitor and remediate the site for stray and non-
compliant materials.  

 
Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the following: 
 

• Continue operation, as is, of the recycling receptacles located behind Town Hall. 
 

• Consider the installation of fixed on-site signage to help better communicate to 
users about the types of materials that are/aren’t accepted. 
 

• To the degree possible, consider establishing a spot-check monitoring system to 
ensure appropriate usage of the facility. 
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Food Waste and Organics Composting 
 

As part of its charge, the Solid Waste and Recycling Long Range Planning Committee 
looked at what services the Town’s Recycling Center should provide over the next 25 to 
30 years.  Any forward-looking review must include an assessment of the options and 
viability of municipal food waste diversion through composting.  With current recycling 
rates plateauing, albeit at comparable levels relative to our peer communities, food waste 
composting represents a true next frontier opportunity for municipal solid waste (MSW) 
reduction, with there being a widely accepted view that organics are the single biggest 
untapped resource in our MSW stream today. 

 
Current Efforts in Cape Elizabeth 
Currently, the Recycling Center offers residents the opportunity to dispose of leaf and 
yard waste, which is then managed in a composting operation on site by the W.H. Jordan 
Farm.  This operation does not include, nor is the Recycling Center currently permitted 
for, the disposal of food waste for compositing. 

 
Regionally, in November 2013, ecomaine released the findings of their consultant’s study 
which investigated opportunities and methods for developing practical organics 
diversion, collection, and processing programs in the ecomaine service area.  A key take-
away from the study was that recycling organic wastes—including food scraps, 
compostable paper, and other biodegradable materials—represents both the greatest 
current opportunity, but also one of the greatest challenges, to resource recovery efforts 
in the solid waste stream.  The study concluded that while recycling rates for organic 
wastes are very low nationwide, there has been a dramatic rise in the development of 
organic waste recycling programs over the past decade. 

 
While there is no regional enterprise solution currently available, there are several 
options for residential food waste composting.  The startups of two local companies—
Maine Waste Solutions, LLC (d/b/a We Compost It!) and Garbage to Garden—
demonstrate that there is both interest and need for providing composting services to 
residences and businesses.  For varying monthly and annual service agreements, the 
companies provide weekly curbside pickup of customers' food scraps buckets, transport 
the material to a central commercial processing facility, and offer customers deliveries of 
mature, finished compost.  Garbage to Garden announced in July 2015 that it has begun 
service in Cape Elizabeth.  And We Compost It! is also the currently contracted partner 
for the food waste diversion program at Cape Elizabeth’s high school and middle school. 

 
Furthermore, for several years the Recycling Committee has promoted the sale of 
backyard composting bins (Earth Machines) to residents at a reduced cost.  In 2014 
alone, residents ordered approximately 90 units, some indicating anecdotally that they 
were purchasing their second one.  
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Whether using one of these backyard units, simply creating a compost pile on their 
properties, or signing up for services like Garbage to Garden, it is evident that some Cape 
Elizabeth residents are diverting food waste and other organics on a growing, albeit small-
scale, basis today. 

 
Community Input and Insights 
Drawing from research recently compiled by the Cape Elizabeth Recycling Committee, 
along with survey data collected through SWRLRPC’s outreach and citizen input 
initiatives, the Committee concluded that while there is growing awareness of food waste 
composting as a means for reducing MSW, there still has been relatively limited adoption 
of composting options currently available to Cape Elizabeth households. 

 
Specifically, the survey fielded by the SWRLRP Committee asked residents about their 
desire for a place to take and drop off their food waste compost at the Recycling Center.  
Less than a quarter of the approximately 800 survey respondents indicated that they 
would like this service to be offered.  

Recommendation:  The Committee recommends the following: 
 

 Continue operation, as is, of the leaf and yard waste composting operation at the 
Recycling Center. 
 

 Continue to promote residential household composting through the continued 
sale of composting bins and other education and awareness efforts by the 
Recycling Committee. 
 

 Monitor the success of the private sector services, and try to measure any impacts 
to MSW reduction. 
 

 Advise the Town Council to continue to track and monitor new developments — 
both at the state legislative level, along with regionally through ecomaine — and 
take appropriate action if at such time as a municipal option becomes available to 
offer to residents. 

 
More background information on the composting of food waste and other organics can 
be found in Appendix I. 
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Curbside Pickup 
 

Back in 2003, the Refuse Materials Planning Committee did a cursory review of curbside 
pickup as part of a comprehensive review of the Recycling Center and concluded that: 
 

 instituting curbside pickup would add a minimum annual cost of $235,000 to the 
annual operating budget 
 

 that cost could be reduced by implementation of a pay-per-bag program, reduced 
tonnage in trash, and reduced usage of the Recycling Center 
 

 although no MSW would need to be accepted, a transfer center would still have 
to be operated to handle leaf and yard wastes, bulky waste and demolition 
materials 
 

 there was little public support for curbside pickup.  The 2003 survey results 
showed that 9% (70 people) said YES and 91% (701 people) said NO to 
implementing curbside pickup. 

 
Considering the projected added costs and the “sense” of the town, the 2003 Committee 
recommended to the Town Council that this choice was not a viable option based upon 
cost and a lack of citizen support or interest. 

 
The 2015 Solid Waste and Recycling Long Range Planning Committee has revisited the 
subject of curbside pickup.  A subcommittee conducted extensive meetings with 
representatives of a large regional waste handling company that has a strong presence in 
the Greater Portland area and does over 40,000 curbside pickups per week.  These 
pickups are done using an automated process in which the driver picks up the totes (MSW 
and recycling barrels) with a hydraulic arm and then dumps each into the body of the 
truck.   

 
Only two companies currently offer automated truck pickup service in the area.  In the 
course of our discussions, the Committee discovered some interesting facts: 

 

 Many municipalities in the State are moving to automated pickup programs as they 
are more efficient and productive.  
 

 There are about 3600 dwelling units in Cape Elizabeth of which 3200 are on public 
roads and 400 on private ways.  An issue is that large haulers typically do not pick 
up on private ways, but only on public roads (similar to the Town not plowing 
private roads). 

 Automated trucks utilize one operator (who is also the driver).  They can pick up 
both waste and recycling totes in one stop. 
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 As a general rule, one driver can handle 700 houses per day.  Given that Cape 
Elizabeth has about 70 miles of public way it would require one truck with one 
driver for five truck days.  Realistically, if the Town were picking up MSW and 
recycling using Town employees, the Town would need a backup truck and a 
second driver, both significant additional costs. 
 

 A typical refuse truck equipped with automated equipment costs $380,000 with a 
7 year useful life. 
 

 Totes cost approximately $100 per household (for two totes) and are typically 
warranted for 10-15 years, which would equate to $360,000.  This would have to 
be factored into the start-up costs of any program. 
 

 Collection might need to be suspended (or rescheduled) during a plowable 
snowstorm and the totes could be a problem for plow drivers when the snow has 
to be pushed back, especially on narrow roads.  Snow also makes it difficult for 
residents to get the totes in and out, an issue with the Town’s aging population. 
 

 The Recycling Center will still have to be open to receive bulky waste, leaf and yard 
waste, demolition materials, brush and limbs, and so on. 

 
It would appear that, if curbside pickup were chosen, the best way to provide this type of 
service would be via a long term contract (10 years) in order to get any price advantages.  
Based on a local vendor’s estimate, a private hauling contract for Cape Elizabeth for 10 
years would cost approximately $400,000 per year, including the cost of all totes. 

 
Curbside Pickup - Positives: 
 

 Increased recycling efficiencies 
 

 Reduced carbon footprint (because many fewer cars would be coming to the 
Recycling Center) 

 

 Reduced traffic on roads leading to the Recycling Center 
 

 Size and hours of the Transfer/Recycling Center could be reduced, lowering costs 
 

 Possible significant reduction of the need for future major capital expenditures for 
solid waste and recycling facilities 
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Curbside Pickup – Negatives: 
 

 Additional cost of $400,000/year, with some offsetting savings in operating costs 
 

 Significant issues with private ways.  Most municipalities that use curbside pickup 
do not go on private roads.  If their trucks can operate on a private way, they 
require the property owner to pay an extra charge.  If their trucks cannot operate 
on the private way, the citizens would be required to wheel their totes to the 
nearest public way.  The Committee believes that there are a number of private 
ways in the community that would be deemed “not accessible” for curbside 
pickup.  
 

 Citizen concerns including:  loss of flexibility in choosing when to get rid of trash, 
loss of the tradition of “going to the dump”, and so called “bin aesthetics” with 
totes placed along the sides of the roads perceived as trashy/spreading litter. 

 

 Little support for converting to a curbside pickup program based on the 2015 
survey, which asked in one question whether citizens supported curbside pickup.  
While not quite as overwhelming as the 2003 results (in which 91% were against 
curbside), the 2015 results were definitive:  24% (189 people) were in favor of 
curbside and 75% (579 people) were against curbside.  It is clear that the majority 
of respondents do not want curbside pickup. 

Recommendation:  The Committee recommends against curbside pickup.  There may be 
some benefits to instituting a curbside pickup program, but they are outweighed by the 
facts that 1) net costs to the Town and citizens would be higher with curbside pickup and 
2) there is a significant lack of citizen support or interest in such a program. 
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Pay Per Bag 
 

Pay-per-bag (also known as “pay-as-you-throw”) programs are user-based methods of 
waste disposal meant to increase recycling, reduce overall trash, and distribute the cost 
of municipal solid waste (MSW) removal more equitably based on who created the trash.  
Residents are charged for collection of ordinary household trash based on the amount 
they throw away.  By the Town requiring that only special bags (which must be paid for 
by users) be used for trash disposal, pay-per-bag (PPB) systems create an incentive to 
recycle more and to generate less waste.  And by reducing the amount of municipal solid 
waste the Town would realize a financial savings since each ton diverted from MSW would 
reduce the total tipping fees paid to ecomaine. 

 
However, the Committee has heard resistance to a pay-per-pay system.   In fact, 68% of 
respondents (526 out of 773 responses) to the May 2015 Refuse and Recycling Survey 
preferred not to adopt pay-per-bag disposal at the Recycling Center and 75% of 
respondents (579 out of 768 responses) expressed opposition to pay-per-bag curbside 
pick-up.  These results were much like those of the May 2003 survey.  Respondents were 
concerned about the cost of such a program and that it would be unfair to families that 
already recycle. 

 
The Committee considered the cost of the disposal bags in three neighboring 
communities (a 10-count package of 33 gallon PPB bags in Falmouth costs $20.80; a 5-
count of 30 gallon bags costs $10.00 in Portland and $13.50 in Windham) and concluded 
that the costs could be burdensome to some residents, especially since there is no tax 
credit for those costs, nor are they deductible (as property taxes are.)  The Committee 
also recognized that any pay-per-bag system would necessitate strong enforcement 
measures that would require additional town personnel and administration.  Finally, the 
Committee noted that the Town’s recycling rate has increased from 18% to 33% during 
the past 14 years as a result of existing voluntary efforts and the advent of single-sort 
recycling.  The Town’s Recycling Committee will continue to promote and advocate for 
increased recycling opportunities in the future. 

 
Recommendation:  The Committee recommends that the Town Council not pursue a pay 
per bag system at this time, but that such a disposal system should be reviewed 
periodically by the Recycling Committee and by the Town Council. 
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Commercial Haulers’ Use of the Transfer Station 
 

Commercial haulers have not been allowed to bring household refuse or municipal solid 
waste (MSW) to the Recycling Center since January 21, 2015.  This decision was made 
after a consulting firm hired by the Town recommended changes in access to the hopper 
area because of the fatal accident that occurred on November 24, 2015.  Until January, 
commercial haulers using non-mechanized trucks (i.e., trucks without compactors on 
them) were allowed to bring unlimited amounts of MSW to the Recycling Center for an 
annual fee.  Now they may still bring recyclables for free, and may obtain permits for 
demolition materials, bulky waste, and yard waste for which they pay applicable fees or 
surcharges.  Commercial haulers also have access to several area commercial facilities 
which accept MSW, such as the ecomaine waste to energy facility and the Riverside 
Recycling facility. 

 
The Cape Elizabeth Recycling Center is primarily for residential use, and MSW handling is 
the greatest materials cost to Recycling Center operations.  Commercial haulers 
previously were allowed to bring unlimited amounts of MSW for a nominal annual fee, 
thus increasing the amount of MSW transfer costs to the Town and its taxpayers. 

 
One consequence of commercial haulers using the facility was that they would 
occasionally occupy a parking spot for 10 to 15 minutes while throwing multiple bags of 
refuse into the hopper, causing residents to remain in queues while waiting to approach 
the hopper.  There was concern that residents, frustrated by waiting for commercial 
haulers to unload, might walk over to empty their trash and thus risk their own safety or 
that of someone else.  Another observation regarding commercial haulers was that by 
standing on flatbeds or on pickup truck beds, they were creating a fall hazard; that is, they 
were standing well above the safety fence in front of the hopper, which was a Bureau of 
Labor-required barrier in front of the hopper. 

 
There were 699 responses to Question #7 on the citizen survey:  “Should commercial 
haulers using non-mechanized trucks be allowed to bring unlimited amounts of 
household refuse and recycling for an annual fee?”  66% of respondents were against 
allowing commercial haulers; 34% were in favor. 

 
The Committee reviewed the various responses, the time that haulers had routinely 
occupied parking spots, and the safety concern of the potential fall hazards.  It also 
discussed the operational challenges of monitoring the amount of MSW put into the 
hopper and charging appropriate fees: 

 Would an employee be needed to count the number of bags thrown into the 
hopper by each truck? 
 

 Would trucks need to be weighed in order to determine the amount of MSW they 
would be putting into the hopper? 
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 How much does a weigh station cost, and would an employee be needed to record 
the weight and charge the appropriate fees? 

Recommendation:  Since January 22, 2015, commercial haulers have been transporting 
MSW to other area commercial facilities which are designed to accept large amounts of 
MSW.  Due to operational complexities, safety issues and financial concerns, the 
Committee recommends that commercial haulers not be allowed to bring MSW to the 
Recycling Center. 

 
 
Non-Residents’ Usage  
 

By ordinance, the Recycling Center is operated as a service for year-round and seasonal 
residents of Cape Elizabeth.  Users are required to show proof of residency (vehicle 
registration plus utility bill, tax bill or rental agreement) to the attendant to obtain a 
permit.  Permits must be displayed on vehicle windows and are subject to inspection by 
the attendant. 

 
Additional notice is displayed on-site about the use of the Swap Shop being limited to 
Cape Elizabeth residents.  This restriction has been emphasized to mitigate the issue of 
non-residents taking materials from the Swap Shop, either for personal use or for re-sale 
purposes.  

 
Occasional permit inspections may be conducted by the attendant.  As needed, the permit 
stickers are updated and redistributed to residents in order to ensure that only Cape 
Elizabeth residents use the Recycling Center and to limit the unintended transfer of 
permits to non-residents through vehicle sales. 

 
One area for consideration in the long term is whether individual permits can and/or 
should in any way be correlated with facility use.   

 
Recommendation:  The Committee recommends that the Town continue Recycling 
Center operations as is, with the current process of distributing and monitoring use 
permits given to residents.  The Committee also recommends increased monitoring of 
proof of residency.   
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Hours of Operation 
 

The current hours of operation at the Recycling Center are: 
 

Sunday   Closed 
Monday  10:00 am to 7:00 pm 
Tuesday  Closed 
Wednesday  8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Thursday  Closed 
Friday   8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
Saturday  8:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 
The Recycling Center is closed on New Year's Day, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor 
Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.  If any of these holidays falls on a Monday, the area is 
open the following day from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

 
Only eight of the nearly 800 respondents to the Committee’s citizen survey mentioned 
hours of operation in answer to Question #8, “How else could Cape Elizabeth improve the 
Recycling Center operation, increase recycling, and address the rising costs of trash 
disposal?”  Six wanted an increase in hours and two wanted a decrease.  One citizen 
emailed the Committee and requested an increase.  At the April 9, 2015 public input 
session, no one commented regarding hours of operation.  No consistent trend was 
expressed by those wanting an increase in the hours of operation.  

 
Saturday continues to be the busiest day as many residents work during the week.  The 
Committee discussed offering additional evening hours during another weekday.   

 
Recommendation:  Due to 1) the very few responses in favor of modifying hours and 2) 
the increase in operations costs that would result, the Committee recommends no change 
in the hours of operation at the Recycling Center. 
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Privatization 
 

The Committee explored privatizing the Recycling Center or contracting specific services 
to private entities. 

 
Services at the Recycling Center today are delivered by Public Works staff and equipment 
along with the supplemental efforts of private contractors for certain operations. The 
following services are currently outsourced to contracted providers: 

 Leaf and yard waste composting (W.H. Jordan Farm) 

 Food waste removal from school campus (Maine Waste Solutions, LLC) 

 Container and hauling services (Troiano Waste Services, Inc.) 

 Wood waste and demolition wood grinding services (Douglas W. Jones, Inc.) 

 Bottle redemption building (i.e., Bottle Shed) (Boots Bounty, Inc.) 

 Freon removal from appliances (Interstate Refrigerant Recovery, Inc.) 

 Battery removal (Mainely Batteries, Inc. and Call 2 Recycle, Inc.) 

 Tire disposal (B.D.S. Waste Disposal, Inc.) 

 Used oil removal (Clean Harbors, Inc.) 

 Annual hazardous waste and e-waste collection programs (Clean Harbors, Inc. 
and North Coast Services, Inc.) 

 Television removal (North Coast Services, Inc.) 

 Annual paper shredding program (Without a Trace, Inc.) 

As part of our review, the Committee researched all of the towns in the ecomaine 
consortium, along with several others highlighted by Woodard & Curran as representative 
comparable communities.  The findings indicated a varying mix of towns that maintain full-
service municipal transfer stations, others that provide a bulky waste (fee-supported) 
facility, and those that operate curbside collection programs. To the best of the Committee’s 
understanding, none of the towns reviewed fully outsources the operation of their 
municipal transfer station to a private contractor. As an example, Portland runs a 
municipally staffed curbside collection program, and also offers bulky waste collection 
services at the Riverside Recycling Center which is owned by the city, but operated by CPRC 
Management. Similarly, Scarborough collects household waste via a curbside program, and 
residents may utilize the CPRC operated facility in that town for bulky waste disposal.   

 
Recommendation:  The Committee recommends that Cape Elizabeth continue to use 
private contractors for services where it is either more efficient from a logistics and 
personnel perspective or is more cost effective than carrying out those services using Town 
resources.  The Town should periodically review the use of outside contractors to see if there 
are opportunities for cost savings and/or service improvements.
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 RESULTS OF APRIL 2015 CITIZEN SURVEY 



  

 

CAPE ELIZABETH 

REFUSE AND RECYCLING SURVEY 

2015 

 



  

Question 1 

Our household would prefer to stay with the current trash disposal system even if this means 

increased costs via higher fees or taxes. 

 

 

 

61%
455

39%
294

yes

no



  

Question 2 
  
Our Household would prefer a "pay per bag " or " pay as you throw " system at the 
Recycling Center as a method of reducing overall trash and increasing recycling,  while 
distributing cost on a more equitable basis to those who create more trash. 

 

 

 

32%
247

68%
526

yes

no



  

Question 3  

Our household would prefer that Cape Elizabeth provide curbside pickup of trash and 

recycled materials, understanding that the cost may have to be covered by a tax increase 

or a "pay per bag" fee. 

 

25%
189

75%
579

yes

no



  

Question 4 

Do you support fees to cover the costs for disposing of large items, brush, weed-waste, 

demolition materials, etc.? 

 

 

77%
598

23%
178

yes

no



  

Question 5 
 
Which of the following would be helpful to you? 
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Question 6 
 
Check the ONE statement that best describes your household 
 
 

 

83%
643

6%
46

8%
60

2%
13

1%
11

We recycle as much as we can

We could recycle more but it would be
difficult to do so

We could recycle more and we are
prepared to do so

We would make more efforts to
recycle if there were Finacial
incentives to do so

We choose not to recycle



  

Question 7 

Should commercial Haulers using non-mechanized trucks be allowed to bring unlimited amounts of 

household refuse and recycling for an annual fee? 

 

34%
239

66%
460

yes

no
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 CITIZEN COMMENTS FROM APRIL 9, 2015 
PUBLIC INFORMATION/INPUT SESSION 
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 WOODARD & CURRAN SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT  
(DECEMBER 22, 2014)



COMMITMENT & INTEGRITY

DRIVE RESULTS

41 Hutchins Drive
Portland, Maine 04102
www.woodardcurran.com

T 800.426.4262
T 207.774.2112
F 207.774.6635

December 22, 2014

Michael McGovern, Town Manager
Town of Cape Elizabeth
320 Ocean House Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

Re: Town of Cape Elizabeth Transfer Station Safety Assessment

Dear Mr. McGovern:

On behalf of the Town of Cape Elizabeth, Woodard & Curran has prepared the following safety
assessment for the Town’s transfer station, located at 21 Dennison Drive. Although the Town had
proposed to the Town Council that a comprehensive Solid Waste Disposal Option analysis be
conducted in the spring of 2015, the tragic accident that occurred on November 24, 2014 prompted the
Town to take immediate action with a facility safety review.

Woodard & Curran engineers Randy Tome and Megan McDevitt conducted the transfer station safety
assessment. Randy Tome is a licensed professional engineer with over 26 years of civil engineering
experience on a variety of solid waste and civil/site development projects. Randy has been involved in
the design of multiple transfer stations and recycling centers throughout the state, including transfer
stations in Harpswell, Winthrop, Wiscasset, Ogunquit, Gray, Casco, Yarmouth and Harrison. Megan
McDevitt is a licensed professional engineer with over seven years of both civil and structural
engineering experience on public and private projects. Megan’s experience includes the review and
design of facilities for compliance with building and safety regulations such as Occupational Health and
Safety Administration (OSHA) and International Building Code (IBC).

This letter summarizes Woodard & Curran’s safety review of the transfer station, including general
observations made of the daily operations at the facility, and provides possible alternatives to the
current operations with the intent of increasing the overall safety at the transfer station.

Facility Background

The Cape Elizabeth transfer station opened in 1978 adjacent to an existing construction and demolition
debris (CDD) landfill. In 1995, the CDD landfill was closed and improvements were made to the transfer
station, including realignment of the loop road and construction of a retaining wall for overhead roll-off
containers, concrete pads for the existing silver bullets, areas for leaf and yard waste disposal, and the
Swap Shop Building. As outlined in the transfer station operations manual, the facility operates the solid
waste drop-off program by having users back their vehicles into one of three parking spaces in the
compactor building. Next, they unload and throw their solid waste into the compactor, exit the building,
drive counter-clockwise around the loop road to drop-off cardboard and/or bulky waste at the
appropriate locations, and then visit the Swap Shop or exit the facility.

In 2003, the Town created the Refuse Materials Planning Committee to review the facility. In general,
the committee found that residents and Town officials agreed that the facility operated efficiently. No
substantial improvements were deemed necessary or desirable at that time.
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Code Review with SafetyWorks!

 Woodard & Curran contacted SafetyWorks! on December 11, 2014 to verify the most current
regulations and safety inspection protocol. SafetyWorks! is a division of the Maine Department
of Labor providing free consultation, upon request, for Maine’s public-sector workplaces.

From our discussions with SafetyWorks! Woodard & Curran has confirmed the following:

 The Maine Department of Labor is responsible for enforcing occupational health and safety
regulations in the public sector. Their responsibilities include responding to situations of
imminent danger, employee fatalities and hospitalizations, employee-written complaints, and
performing worksite inspections.

 SafetyWorks! evaluates a workplace for compliance with Maine Department of Labor health
and safety standards with respect to the employer and employee relationship. They do not
evaluate a workplace for user safety; that is Woodard & Curran’s role for this safety
assessment.

Woodard & Curran understands from the Town that SafetyWorks! last performed a courtesy inspection
of the facility in 2010. On December 5, 2014, the Town requested SafetyWorks! perform another
courtesy inspection. SafetyWorks! performed the courtesy inspection on December 19th, 2014; the
Town anticipates receiving the final inspection report soon.

Site Visit

Woodard & Curran engineers met with Public Works Director, Bob Malley, on December 3, 2014 and
discussed the history of the transfer station, current operations, and the circumstances regarding the
tragic accident. Woodard & Curran then visited the transfer station with Mr. Malley and observed
vehicular and pedestrian movement within the facility. Woodard & Curran revisited the transfer station
with a member of its Health & Safety Department on December 13, 2014 to observed vehicle and
pedestrian movements during a time period historically known for high user volume.

General Transfer Station Observations

Woodard & Curran made the following observations of the facility operations and users (residents and
commercial haulers) during multiple site visits to the Cape Elizabeth transfer station:

1. Vehicle and Pedestrian Traffic at Compactor: Generally, the facility operates with the
majority of users backing their vehicle into the compactor building to unload solid waste
into the compactor. Some users drive forward into the compactor building, most likely due
to being uncomfortable with backing into the building. However, during times of high
volume, some users park outside the compactor building and walk their solid waste into
the compactor building; to accomplish this, users park either next to the compactor
building or on the grassed island in the interior of the loop road.

During the December 13th Saturday morning site visit, Woodard & Curran observed 57
users drop-off solid waste into the compactor. The users dropped off their solid waste in
the following manner:

 38 users (67%) backed their vehicle into the compactor building;
 4 users (7%) drove their vehicle forward into the compactor building; and
 15 users (26%) parked outside the compactor building and walked their solid waste to

the compactor.
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It was observed during the site visits that the mixing of vehicle and pedestrian traffic within
the compactor building and on the loop road causes significant congestion, increasing the
risk of an incident. Also, the unrestricted flow of traffic allowing for multiple vehicles to
travel in either forward and reverse directions within the same space adds to the
congestion and increases the risk of a possible incident.

2. Fall and Vehicle Protection at Compactor: There is a steel pipe bumper in front of the
compactor to prevent vehicles from backing into the compactor. It is Woodard & Curran’s
understanding that this barricade worked appropriately in preventing the vehicle from
driving into the compactor during the November 24th accident. There is also a chain link
gate installed to protect residents from falling into the compactor; residents must lift their
solid waste over the chain link gate when disposing of solid waste into the compactor. The
required fall protection height per both OSHA and IBC is 42-inches high and the
compactor barricade meets that height requirement. However, Woodard & Curran
observed several users standing in the bed of their pickup trucks to throw solid waste into
the compactor; standing on the bed of the pickup truck elevates the user above the
satisfactory fall protection height.

3. Cardboard Container Location: During the December 3rd site visit, the cardboard
containers were located close to the interior of the loop road. Users stopping at the
cardboard container for drop-off were parking and walking close to the facility’s main flow
of traffic around the loop road. During the December 13th site visit, the cardboard
containers were observed to be located farther away from the interior of the loop road,
closer to the leaf and yard waste drop-off area. This container location provided more
distance and safety between the users and vehicles utilizing the cardboard containers and
the main flow of vehicle traffic around the loop road.

4. Fall Protection at the Overhead Container Retaining: There is approximately a 44-inch
vertical change from the top of the retaining wall to the ground below. Currently, the walls
of some of the overhead roll-off containers extend above the top of the retaining wall to
provide some protection for users from falling into the containers; however, no fall
protection is provided at the open space between the containers along the retaining wall.
Additionally, fall protection of the container walls is eliminated if there is a gap between
the containers and the retaining wall or if the containers are removed from the retaining
wall.

Assessment

It should be noted that nearly all municipal transfer stations/recycling facilities, by their nature, consist of
a large number of pedestrians and vehicles sharing the same relatively small amount of space. Overall,
the public’s safety record at the Cape Elizabeth transfer station has been satisfactory and is a
testament to the patience, consistent mode of operations, slow speeds, and overall attentiveness of the
employees and facility users. Initial indications are that the recent tragic accident appears to be more
the result of vehicle operator error and traffic accident rather than a transfer station design or facility
operation error. Thirty-seven years of operation without another serious accident speaks to a
reasonable facility layout and design combined with good cooperation from the public as a whole.

With the above information as a background, there are usually areas for improvement at any individual
facility. Woodard & Curran has evaluated several alternative traffic patterns for access to the compactor
building with the intent of reducing pedestrian and vehicle congestion and improving overall safety. The
following conceptual layouts were developed utilizing the existing loop road and compactor building
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location; no major changes to the facility layout are recommended at this time. Since the
implementation of additional safety measures could have a direct impact on the efficiency of the facility,
each alternative has been evaluated for both the safety and level of service advantages and
disadvantages to the facility.

Alternative 1 – Back-in Access for Compactor: This alternative allows users to continue to
back into the compactor building to drop-off solid waste; however, this alternative recommends
the installation of a stop light and stop line to restrict drop-offs to only one user at a time. A
physical barrier is recommended to provide for two travel lanes: a compactor lane and a
compactor by-pass lane. The physical barrier, individual lanes, and additional “No Parking”
signs along the loop road interior grassed island will discourage users from parking outside the
compactor building and walking their solid waste into the compactor building. Below is a
conceptual layout of this alternative.

The following table outlines both the safety and level of service advantages and disadvantages of this
proposed facility alternative.

Alternative 1: Evaluation of Back-in Access for Compactor

Safety

Advantages
 Eliminates the congestion of vehicles and pedestrians both within the

compactor building and on the loop road.
 Provides dedicated traffic flow patterns, reducing vehicle congestion

within the loop road.
 Eliminates pedestrian crossing within vehicle travel lanes.
Disadvantages
 Does not eliminate the fall risk associated with users standing in pickup

truck beds adjacent to the compactor.
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Level of
Service

Advantages
 Continues to allow users to back-up close to the compactor to drop-off

solid waste, meaning users only have to transport solid waste a small
distance and is practical for users with heavy loads.

Disadvantages
 Reduces the number of vehicles accessing the compactor at one time

from three to one, most likely creating a long vehicle queue possibly
extending down Dennison Drive during times of high user volume.

 Likely increases user frustration due to decreased efficiency at the
compactor building.

Since it is anticipated that this alternative will decrease the level of service of the facility, it is
recommended that commercial haulers either be prohibited from use of the transfer station or
restricted to use only outside the high user volume periods. Commercial haulers drop-off large
solid waste loads, requiring more time at the compactor than the average facility user.
Eliminating or restricting commercial hauler use will improve the overall efficiency of this
alternative.

Alternative 2 – Diagonal Parking Access for Compactor: This alternative does not allow users
to back into the compactor building, but instead allows them to park in front of the compactor
building. As with the previous alternative, a physical barrier is recommended to allow for two
travel lanes. The compactor lane will have dedicated parking spaces, marked with pavement
striping similar to an angled parking lot, for users to park their vehicle and walk their solid
waste into the compactor building. The users will then pull their vehicle out of the parking
space and merge into the compactor by-pass lane. The physical barrier, individual lanes, and
additional “No Parking” signs along the loop road interior grassed island will discourage users
from parking outside of the marked parking spaces and walking their solid waste into the
compactor building from other locations. Physical barriers are also recommended in front of
the compactor building to prevent vehicles from backing in. Below is a conceptual layout of this
alternative.
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The following table outlines both the safety and level of service advantages and disadvantages of this
proposed facility alternative.

Alternative 2: Diagonal Parking for Compactor Access

Safety

Advantages
 Eliminates the congestion of vehicles and pedestrians both within the

compactor building and on the loop road.
 Provides dedicated traffic flow patterns with vehicles traveling only in a

forward direction, reducing overall vehicle congestion within the loop
road.

 Eliminates the fall risk associated with users standing in pickup truck
beds adjacent to the compactor.

Disadvantages
 Requires pedestrian crossing of a single vehicle traffic lane, similar to a

parking lot scenario.

Level of
Service

Advantages
 Increases the number of vehicles accessing the compactor at one time

from three parking spaces currently within compactor building to four
parking spaces in front of the compactor building.

Disadvantages
 Eliminates the convenience of backing up to the compactor; users will be

required to carry solid waste from their vehicle to the compactor over a
longer distance and is not as practical for users with heavy loads.

Since backing in would not be permitted in the alternative, it is recommended that commercial
haulers be discouraged from use of the transfer station. It is anticipated that commercial
haulers would travel back and forth between their vehicle and the compactor multiple times to
dispose of their large loads of solid waste, resulting in many more trips than the average
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facility user would undertake. Eliminating commercial haulers will improve the overall safety
and efficiency of this alternative.

Alternative 3 – Drive-Along Access for Compactor: This alternative also does not allow users
to back into the compactor building, but instead drive and park in the front of the compactor
building. In this alternative, three lanes will be striped: two compactor drop-off lanes and a
compactor by-pass lane. Residents will be able to park in either of the compactor drop-off
lanes and walk their solid waste into the compactor building. With this alternative, “No Parking”
signs are recommended along the loop road interior grassed island, and physical barriers are
recommended in front of the compactor building to prevent vehicles from backing in. Below is
a conceptual layout of this alternative.

The following table outlines both the safety and level of service advantages and disadvantages of
this proposed facility alternative.

Alternative 3: Drive-Along for Compactor Access

Safety

Advantages
 Eliminates the congestion of vehicles and pedestrians within the

compactor building.
 Provides dedicated traffic flow patterns with vehicles traveling only in a

forward direction, reducing overall vehicle congestion within the loop road.
 Eliminates the fall risk associated with residents standing in pickup truck

beds adjacent to the compactor.
Disadvantages
 Requires pedestrian crossing of vehicle traffic lanes.

Level of
Service

Advantages
 Allows multiple vehicles from the two compactor drop-off lanes to access
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the compactor at one time as compared to three parking spaces currently
provided within compactor building.

Disadvantages
 Eliminates the convenience of backing up to the compactor; users will be

required to carry solid waste from their vehicle to the compactor over a
longer distance and is not as practical for users with heavy loads.

 Potentially increases user frustration while waiting for other users to exit
their particular compactor drop-off lane after they have dropped off their
solid waste.

Similar to Alternative 2, it is recommended that commercial haulers be prohibited from use of
the transfer station in this alternative because backing in would not be permitted. Eliminating
commercial haulers will improve the overall safety and efficiency of this alternative.

In order to improve safety, each of the three alternatives described above recommends eliminating the
opportunity for users to walk one or two small bags of solid waste into the compactor building. Some
users may view this as a decrease in the facility’s efficiency. To increase the level of service in each of
these alternatives, separate solid waste container(s) could be provided at the transfer station. These
containers, which would be located away from and outside the traffic patterns utilized to access the
compactor building, would provide a quick and efficient disposal area for the users with only one or two
bags of solid waste. The anticipated challenges associated with the addition of separate municipal solid
waste containers are:

 Limited location and space available for the additional containers at the facility;
 Management of the containers’ covers to reduce weather impacts (i.e., snow and rain getting

in the containers); and
 Limitation on containers to provide adequate capacity during days of high user volume.

Recommendations

Each of the three alternatives described in the assessment above increases user safety over the
current operations of the transfer station. Alternative 1 (Back-in Access) is arguably the safest option
because it limits access to the compactor to only one user at the time. However, the anticipated
decrease in facility efficiency for this alternative is significant and could make the facility nonfunctional.
Alternative 3 (Drive-Along Access) provides adequate efficiency, but does not substantially reduce the
pedestrian and vehicle congestion within the loop road. Therefore, Woodard & Curran recommends
Alternative 2 (Diagonal Parking Access) as the best of the three alternatives with respect to both safety
and functionality of the facility. This alterative removes vehicle and pedestrian congestion within the
compactor building and provides dedicated traffic patterns requiring all vehicles to travel only in a
forward direction. There is still some small risk associated with pedestrians accessing the compactor
building by crossing in front of vehicles pulling into the diagonal parking spaces; however, this scenario
is very similar to many parking lot situations around the community and can be very safe with proper
awareness and attentiveness.

In addition to the recommended alternative to the operations at the compactor building, Woodard &
Curran also recommends the installation of proper fall protection along the top of the overhead roll-off
container retaining wall. OSHA regulations require fall protection be provided when a fall hazard
exceeds four-feet; the existing retaining wall height does not exceed four-feet. OSHA, however, is
specifically written for the safety of employers and employees. IBC regulations, which govern buildings
and structures, consider all users and occupants of a facility. IBC regulations are more conservative
with regard to fall protection and require fall protection whenever a fall hazard exceeds 30-inches. The
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existing retaining wall height does exceed 30-inches, and therefore adequate fall protection should be
provided.

In closing, any facility changes will take time for users to become acclimated. The Town will need to be
prepared, and properly staffed, to communicate and then facilitate and enforce the recommended
changes during the transition period. While the transition period may initially be perceived as
inconvenient, it should be emphasized that the ultimate outcome is to improve safety while continuing to
provide a functional facility for all users and employees.

Sincerely,

WOODARD & CURRAN

Randy Tome, PE Megan McDevitt, PE
Senior Vice President Project Engineer 2

RET/MDLM

cc: Robert Malley, Director of Public Works

PN: 228673
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Cape Elizabeth Transfer Station (228673.00) 1 Woodard & Curran
Structural Condition Assessment May 8, 2015

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Robert Malley – Director of Public Works, Cape Elizabeth, ME

FROM: Jim Sturgis, P.E. – W&C Sr. Structural Engineer

DATE: May 8, 2015

RE: Cape Elizabeth Transfer Station
Structural Condition Assessment

Introduction

As requested by Town of Cape Elizabeth, Maine (Town), Woodard & Curran has conducted a structural
condition assessment of the Town’s transfer station facility. The purpose of this evaluation was to
identify building components that have structural deficiencies, assess the structural integrity of the
building and its components, assess the suitability of this structure for continued long-term use, and
provide a cost estimate for implementing improvements that are recommended to extend the design life
of the structure at least 20 years. This assessment is limited to the condition of structural items only.
Other disciplines such as electrical, mechanical, and HVAC, were not inspected as part of this scope
but could be provided by Woodard & Curran if desired. No structural calculations or structural code
reviews were performed to determine if the existing facility meets current building code requirements for
wind, seismic, snow, and other load criteria.

A previous structural condition assessment was performed by Structural Design Consulting, Inc. of
Falmouth in November of 2002, which was reviewed and incorporated into this current assessment.
This Memorandum includes the following sections: Existing Construction; Observations &
Recommendations (including a Summary Table); Conclusions; and Photo Appendix.

Existing Construction

The existing building is 30’ x 40’ and was constructed in 1978; the facility was designed by Edward C.
Jordan Company, Inc. The structure has two levels and was built into a sloping grade such that grade is
even with the Upper Level on the west side and even with the Lower Level on the east side (see Photos
1 & 2). The Lower Level of the facility, which takes up the eastern rectangular portion of the overall
building footprint, consists of open area including the hopper (above), compactor and hydraulic ram,
and various mechanical and electrical equipment. The Lower Level has reinforced concrete
foundation/retaining walls on the north, west, and part of the south walls, a suspended concrete slab
with steel beam support framing around the hopper, and an overhead door for the compactor box trailer
on south side, while the east side has metal framing/wall panels full height down to the ground level.

The Upper Level has a slab-on-grade concrete approach slab for the front/western half, on which the
public walks over to access the hopper; the hopper and wood-framed Office/Control Room share the
back/eastern half of the Upper Level. The west face is mostly open, with various security fence gates
that are closed when the facility is not in use. The hopper is protected with a heavy-duty pipe guard rail
and swinging chain-link fence gates. The entire footprint is covered with a superstructure consisting of a
pre-engineered metal building. The building has vertical-corrugated metal wall panels for exterior siding,
no interior liner panels, horizontal Z-shaped wall girts, Z-shaped roof purlins, tapered steel rigid frames,
and what appears to be a standing seam metal roof. The concrete foundation walls extend several feet
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above the Upper Level Floor to act as knee walls. The sloped grade on the north side of the building
has a steel stair, which provides convenient access between the Upper and Lower Levels of the facility.

Observations & Recommendations

In general, this facility was found to be in fair condition for its age and the structural integrity of the
building and its foundation are intact. However, there are several areas that require prompt and timely
attention to correct the deficiencies identified before they develop into more serious structural concerns.
In short, the major issues identified include:

 The Upper Level concrete slab-on-grade in front of the hopper has extensive surface spalling
and many hidden “hollow”, delaminated areas that need repair (see Photo 3); also, the Upper
Level concrete knee walls have some concrete spalling that need repair;

 The exterior metal wall panels have numerous areas that have holes and corrosion, and
should be either selectively or completely replaced to tighten up the building envelope to resist
weather penetration and avoid continued deterioration of structural framing members (see
Photo 4);

 East wall metal siding alongside the compactor terminates at grade and is in poor condition
and deteriorated along its base (see Photo 5) – metal wall panels should be replaced and a 6”
high concrete curb should be installed so that replaced siding terminates several inches above
grade;

 Several framing members (horizontal girts, roof purlins) have an accumulation of dirt and
debris on them, which contributes to accelerated corrosion especially the along the lower east
wall (see Photo 6);

 Steel rigid frames, X-bracing, wall girts, roof purlins, and other framing have various degrees
of corrosion and peeling paint, and all need to be prepared and repainted to extend their
design life (see Photo 7);

 Hopper plate steel and the steel floor framing at its perimeter have advanced levels of
corrosion and deterioration, and need to be properly inspected, prepared, and repainted to
reduce future corrosion (see Photo 8);

 The Compactor, which we understand is scheduled for replacement, will require significant
demolition of the concrete base curbs into which the steel compactor framing is embedded
and encased (see Photo 9);

 For the exterior steel stair, the top landing support bracket is rusted through the metal and
needs replacement (see Photo 10).
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The following is a more detailed summary of the observations made with associated recommendations. The last column assigns a Priority Level (PL) to each repair issue, to
assist the Town in prioritizing repairs: PL 1 = highest priority/address in the next year; PL 2 – medium priority/address in the next 1 – 3 years; PL 3 = lowest priority/address
in the next 3 – 5 years. The facility does not appear to have any immediate safety or structural concerns that put the public or structure at risk; however, the time intervals
presented with each Priority Level are being recommended so that prompt and timely repairs are made for the purpose of extending the life of the structure.

Summary of Observations & Recommendations

Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

1 Lower;
N, S, & W
walls

Exterior (Ext)
concrete
foundation

Good condition, no cracking No work required.
__

2 Upper &
Lower; N
wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Minor corrosion of base flashing angle; two
small areas (6”x6” and 2” dia) with rusted
holes in siding

Replace only damaged metal panels or re-skin entire building.

1

3 Lower;
N wall

Ext metal wall
panel base
flashing angle

Base flashing angle has a build-up of debris
and moss at base of siding panels, which
traps moisture and accelerates corrosion.

Pressure wash or otherwise clean top of base angle to ensure
areas are free to dry out (TYP all faces of building). 1

4 Lower;
N wall

4” dia stove
pipe

Upper portion of pipe near roof level is
corroded.

Inspect, and prep/paint or replace pipe.

2

5 Lower;
N wall

Ext steel stair,
painted channel
stringers, galv
grating treads

Fair condition; railings and channel stringers
have peeling paint and minor corrosion;
galvanized steel grating treads in good
condition; angle support bracket under top
landing is compromised/rusted through.

Prep and paint both channel stringers and railings; do not paint
grating stair treads; provide new galvanized steel support below
top stair landing to replace compromised support. 1
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Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

6 Upper &
Lower;
E wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Localized corrosion in several areas; holes
through metal in 3 lower panels and 3 upper
panel sections; siding is rotten along base at
grade; much of corrosion is in line with girt
lines.

Replace only damaged metal panels or re-skin entire building.
Inspect girts when wall panels are removed and girts are cleaned
– some girts may require replacement. 1

7 Lower;
E wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Metal siding is rotten along base as it is right
at pavement level and in contact with
debris/vegetation; one wall panel is bent
outward; north bump-out has a concrete base
curb, southern half does not.

Replace all metal panels and build 6”x6” concrete curb along
base of siding, to terminate siding several inches above grade.

1

8 Lower;
E wall

Metal door into
bump-out space

3’-4” x 7’ painted metal door operates okay,
but hardware is worn, hinges are corroded,
and door panel has major gouge in ext metal
door skin; door has no closer; frame is okay.

Replace metal door in kind, with new SS hinges, SS hardware,
and provide closer to keep door from blowing open with wind.
Prep and paint new door and existing frame.

2

9 Lower;
E wall

Metal door near
compactor
opening

3’ x 7’ painted metal door operates okay, but
hardware is worn and hinges are corroded;
door has no closer; frame is okay.
Metal wall is not properly braced and
surrounding wall moves when door is opened
and closed.

Replace hinges and hardware with new SS hardware, and
provide closer to keep door from blowing open with wind. Prep
and paint new door and existing frame. Stiffen wall by reinforcing
door frame’s connection to building wall girts.

2

10 Lower;
S wall

Ext concrete
retaining wall

Good condition, no cracking No work required.
__
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Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

11 Upper &
Lower;
S wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Localized corrosion in one 5’ x 2’ area with
multiple holes through metal; much of
corrosion appears to be concentrated along a
concrete beam at Upper Level floor in
back/SE corner of hopper (above Lower
Level compactor opening). Also, corrosion
observed at base of siding along compactor
opening; metal corner and opening trim is
dented.

Replace only damaged metal panels or re-skin entire building.
Replace trim pieces at building corner and around opening.
Inspect hopper sheet steel in this area and repair hopper steel to
ensure there are no discontinuities that may allow moisture to be
trapped against siding. 1

12 Lower;
S wall

Roof downspout
in SE corner

Lower 6’ of downspout is missing. As is, a
high concentration of water is directed along
the metal siding which accelerates corrosion
in this area.

Extend downspout 6’ and provide elbow at base.

2

13 Lower;
S wall

Yard light above
compactor
opening

Yard light wall pack has broken globe/glass Replace light with new unit.
2

14 Upper;
S wall

Sliding window Window is in fair condition, but glass is
covered with paint splatter and track is full of
dirt and grime.

Clean sliding window track; clean glass or replace window.
3

15 Upper; W
wall

Ext metal wall
panels and trim

Most of the west elevation is open, but lower
portions of siding and especially metal trim
around wall opening and at building corners
is in poor condition with many dents and
damage.

Replace only damaged metal panels or re-skin entire building.
Replace trim pieces at building corner and around opening.

1

16 Upper; W
wall

Exterior metal
wall panels and
trim

White gable trim has discolorations on it, but
appears to be in sound condition.

Clean, prep, and paint existing building trim OR replace if building
is re-skinned (TYP all faces of building). 3
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Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

17 Upper;
W wall

Chain-link fence
security gate at
entrance to
hopper area.

Swinging fence gate on rollers in fair
condition with minor corrosion.

Prep/paint any corroded areas with 2 coats of zinc/galvanized
repair paint.

3

18 Upper;
Hopper slab
over west
half

Concrete slab-
on-grade where
public access
hopper.

Slab is in poor condition; it has approximately
15 visible spalls but hammer-sounding
revealed many hidden areas with hollow,
delaminated concrete; assume approximately
150 SF of floor area is spalled and/or
delaminated and needs repair.

Typical Spall Repair: sound and delineate entire slab area to
identify spalled and/or delaminated concrete; saw-cut perimeter of
all areas, chip out to a minimum depth of 1/2" or as required to
achieve sound concrete, apply epoxy bonding compound and/or
mechanical attachment depending on repair depth, and install
premium repair mortar. After spall repair, coat repaired floor with
a durable, waterproof coating system both to provide protection
and uniform color.

1

19 Upper;
N wall

Foundation
knee wall above
floor

Top layer of knee wall is cracked; hammer
sounding revealed approx. 15 sf of spalled,
delaminated concrete along top of wall.

Provide Typical Spall Repair as outlined in the Hopper Slab repair
(Item 18) above. No coating required after spall repair. 1

20 Upper;
S wall

Foundation
knee wall above
floor

Interior (Int) face of wall down near floor has
approximately 3 sf of spalled, delaminated
concrete.

Provide Typical Spall Repair as outlined in the Hopper Slab repair
(Item 18) above. No coating required after spall repair. 1

21 Upper; NE
corner

Office Shed Wood-framed shed build on top of concrete
elevated slab; GWB int finish, T1-11 ext
siding; wood & plywood floor. Fair condition,
but ext siding is rotten in places near hopper;
paint splatter on siding along hopper.

Repair lower 12” of siding with new siding or maybe a solid trim
board (more durable); prep and paint

2

22 Upper; NE
corner

Office Bathroom Bathroom has a wooden storage shelf up
high that is heavily loaded and has excessive
deflection. This is a safety hazard.

Remove items on shelf; replace shelf with new shelf with better
support; use shelf only for light storage. 1
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Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

23 Upper; NE
corner

Office/Control
Room

Existing sliding window has dirt and grime in
track; window is not protected on hopper
side.

Clean sliding window track; consider installing a protective metal
grill on hopper side. 3

24 Upper; SE
corner

Hopper gates
and guard rail

8” dia pipe guard rail and chain-link fence
gates in fair condition.

No work required.
__

25 Upper; SE
corner

Hopper Hopper plate steel has surface corrosion but
appears sound in general; welded seams
appear to be intact; upper SE corner has
visible corrosion/holes; sealant along siding is
failing.

Conduct closer inspection of hopper and repair any plate steel or
welds that are unsound, such as upper SE corner. Replace
sealant along top edge at metal siding. 1

26 Upper; all
walls

Metal building
framing (in
general)

Painted steel rigid frames, horizontal Z-girts,
and rod X-bracing are in fair condition with
surface rust and some areas of peeling paint.
Int face of metal siding is in fair condition.
Wall girts have debris, dirt, nest material piled
on them, which contributes to corrosion.

Clean all framing members of any dirt or debris, prep, and paint
with an industrial-grade coating system. After cleaning and prior
to painting, inspect all framing for signs of serious corrosion. Prep
and repaint all steel framing and bracing members. Paint int face
of metal siding (or re-skin building).

1

27 Upper; roof Metal building
framing (in
general)

Painted steel rigid frames, rod X-bracing, and
roof Z-purlins are in fair condition with surface
rust and some areas of peeling paint. Int face
of metal roof panels are in fair condition with
no obvious staining from past leakage. Roof
purlins have debris, dirt, nest material piled
on them, which contributes to corrosion.

Clean all framing members of any dirt or debris, prep, and paint
with an industrial-grade coating system. After cleaning and prior
to painting, inspect all framing for signs of serious corrosion. Prep
and repaint all steel framing and bracing members. 1

28 Upper;
E wall

Metal Z-girt
above hopper

This girt is bent downward, indicating
possible heavy loads were hung from it at
some point.

No work required, but monitor this over time and avoid hanging
any loads from wall girts. 3
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Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

29 Lower; floor
slab

Concrete floor
slab

Slab was covered with dirt and trash, so
close inspection no possible; floor appears to
be in sound condition. Isolation joints at N &
W wall perimeter are not sealed.

Clean floor and re-inspect. Clean out N & W wall perimeter
isolation joints and provide new backer rod and sealant.

2

30 Lower;
floor slab

Compactor
foundation
curbs

(2) continuous concrete curbs each 20”W x
14” H x 30’ L serve as foundations for
compactor steel frame and are in fair
condition; frame is embedded and encased
into these curbs.

If compactor is replaced, it appears that this curb would need to
be demolished down to floor slab and a new foundation rebuilt to
accommodate the configuration of the new compactor support
frame.

2

31 Lower;
N & W walls

Interior (Int)
concrete
foundation

Good condition, no cracking No work required.
__

32 Lower;
S half

Hopper steel S side: moderate corrosion of hopper and
beams; E side: minor corrosion; N side:
moderate corrosion, worst in NW corner; W
side: moderate corrosion where hopper
meets steel beam. Many of these areas are
partially concealed and require further
inspection.

Clean and inspect hopper steel, welds, and steel floor beams as
part of compactor replacement project; some areas of steel
beams are concealed by hopper and require closer inspection. If
sound, prep and repaint all hopper steel and steel floor beams. 1

33 Lower;
N half

Concrete
elevated slab
below Office

Underside of slab is in good condition, with
one minor spalled area (2 sf).

Provide Typical Spall Repair as outlined in the Hopper Slab repair
(Item 18) above. No coating required after spall repair. 1
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Item
#

Level;
Loc’n

Description Observation Recommendation PL

34 Lower;
E wall

Int metal wall
framing

Steel wall girts are in poor condition, especially
girts at 8’ and 15’ above Lower Level floor;
there is over 2” depth of solid dirt and debris
caked onto top of horizontal Z-girts, which act
as a bucket to hold material. This contributes to
accelerated corrosion of these members. S end
of girts have severe corrosion, while interior
sections have moderate corrosion but appear
sound.

Fully clean all wall Z-girts down to bare metal and re-inspect
condition. These girts may require some level of replacement or
reinforcement. If they are found to be sound after cleaning, then
all steel shall be prepped and painted on all sides while metal
siding is replaced. 1

35 Lower;
E wall

Int metal siding Metal siding is badly corroded in some areas
along the horizontal Z-girts and all along the
bottom where siding meets grade.

Replace damaged wall panels or fully re-skin building with new
siding; also add a 6” x 6” conc curb between bump-out area
(which has a curb) and SE corner to get new siding up above
grade.

1

36 Lower;
N wall

Int metal siding There are no girts below Upper Level floor;
siding extends from top of concrete building
wall upward. Siding in fair condition.

Replace only damaged metal panels or re-skin entire building.
Prep and repaint any steel framing. 1

37 Lower;
NW
corner

Interior
insulated water
main

Water main has a steady leak depositing water
on the Lower Level floor. Pipe and valves are
concealed by insulation jacketing.

Plumber should inspect pipe and valve(s), and repair leak as
required. 1
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Conclusions

The existing transfer station is currently 37 years old. This condition assessment identified a number of
structural and architectural issues that warrant prompt attention, with a Priority Level (PL) assigned to
each item to assist the Town with prioritizing repairs. In general, the facility was found to be in fair
condition, but it does require several repairs and improvements to extend its life and prevent current
problems from developing into more serious structural concerns in the future. Based on our
observations, we recommend the following actions to the Town:

1. Refer to “Summary of Observations & Recommendations” Table above for recommendations
for each individual component identified during Woodard & Curran’s assessment.

2. The most significant issues identified are as follows: the hopper slab has extensive surface
spalling as does the north concrete knee wall by the Office; the metal siding has several holes
and thin areas; the steel wall and roof framing is in need of repainting; the steel framing
around the hopper and the hopper itself have areas of localized corrosion that need to be
more closely inspected, prepped and painted; the hopper sheet steel has some areas that
require repair; the horizontal wall Z-girts in the Lower Level east wall are in poor condition and
may need replacement; the east wall siding is rotten where it meets grade and requires
replacement with the addition of a concrete curb; the compactor foundation curbs will likely
require replacement if the compactor is to be replaced.

3. Since this is a pre-engineered, specialty building system, it is recommended that the Town
contact a metal building manufacturer (MBM) to assess the condition of the metal building
superstructure and the feasibility of repairing some or all of the metal wall panels. Woodard &
Curran would be happy to work with the Town to identify a reputable MBM that could assess
the building. The MBM should inspect the condition of framing, especially the horizontal Z-girts
in the Lower Level east wall, to determine if replacement is necessary. A MBM would be the
most-qualified to comment on the best options for repair and replacement of the metal building
components as well as the associated costs, including consideration of partial or full
replacement of the metal building superstructure.

4. A mechanical contractor or vendor that specializes in trash compactor systems should conduct
a thorough inspection of the entire system. The compactor system was not inspected as part
of this structural condition assessment.

5. Mechanical, electrical, and HVAC items were not inspected as part of this structural condition
assessment, and these items should also be evaluated.

A cost opinion is not included in this Structural Condition Assessment Memorandum; detailed costs and
options will be provided to the Town under separate cover.

Woodard & Curran appreciates this opportunity to provide continuing consulting engineering services to
the Town. We would be happy to further assist the Town as needed to develop and design the
necessary improvements for extending the life of this transfer station.
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Photo #1 – Exterior view of west (front) and south (side) elevations.

Photo #2 – Exterior view of east (back) and north (side) elevations.
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Photo #3 – Upper Level Hopper Slab: typical area with concrete spalling.

Photo #4 – Southeast corner of building: typical holes rusted through metal wall panels.
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Photo #5 – East Elevation of Building: wall panels extend to grade on left side of photo.

Photo #6 – Lower Level East Wall of Building: horizontal Z-girt with over 2” of continuous soil/debris.
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Photo #7 – Upper Level North Wall: horizontal girt and X-bracing with corrosion, peeling paint, and debris.

Photo #8 – Lower Level Hopper & Floor Beams (Above): corrosion of painted hopper and steel floor beams.
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Photo #9 – Lower Level Floor below Compactor: compactor support steel encased in concrete curbs.

Photo #10 – Exterior Stair on North Side: heavy corrosion of angle bracket below top landing.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Robert Malley – Director of Public Works, Cape Elizabeth, ME

FROM: Megan McDevitt, PE

DATE: July 10, 2015

RE: Itemized Cost Estimate for the Repair Recommendations of the Existing Compactor Building at
the Cape Elizabeth Transfer Station

Previously, Woodard & Curran developed a cost estimate for the repairs identified in the Structural
Condition Assessment Memorandum, dated May 8, 2015, for the existing compactor building at the Cape
Elizabeth Transfer Station. In addition to the structural and architectural repairs, Woodard & Curran also
included pricing for upgrading the electrical system and office within the existing building, assuming the
building would continue to be used for MSW disposal and compaction. The total estimated cost to
implement all of the repairs and upgrades for continued solid waste compaction was $200,000.

Given the current Transfer Station conceptual site plan preferred by the Solid Waste & Recycling Long
Range Planning Committee, Woodard & Curran has reevaluated the identified building repairs, upgrades
and associated costs. Woodard & Curran has developed two additional repair and upgrade options of
the existing building for use as a future e-waste handling and storage building:

 Minimum Repairs & Upgrades: $77,990

o This option includes the minimum structural repairs recommended to extend the life of
the existing building foundation, including repairing all spalled and cracked concrete.

o This option also includes upgrading the electrical systems and expanding the office to
improve the function of the building.

 Recommended Repairs & Upgrades: $142,290

o This option includes the minimum structural repairs recommended to extend the life of
the existing building foundation, including repairing all spalled and cracked concrete.

o This option also includes the architectural repairs recommended to extend the life of
the building superstructure, including patching and painting metal siding, and cleaning
and painting all metal framing.

o This option also includes upgrading the electrical systems, expanding the office, and
providing a structural floor over the former hopper opening to increase floor and
storage area.

The table on the following pages provides a breakdown of the estimated costs for each of the repair and
upgrade options.
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Table: Itemized Cost Estimate for Repair & Upgrade Options

Item # Level; Location Item Description
Summary of

Recommendation

Estimated Cost of Items
from Memorandum,
including Office and
Electrical Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Minimum Repairs &

Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Recommended Repairs

& Upgrades

(Assumes building is used
for MSW disposal)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

1

Lower;
N, S, & W
walls

Exterior (Ext)
concrete
foundation

No work required. N/A N/A N/A

2
Upper &
Lower; N wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Re-skin entire building. $51,150.00 N/A
$25,000.00

(patch & paint panels)

3
Lower;
N wall

Ext metal wall
panel base
flashing angle

Pressure wash or
otherwise clean top of

base angle.
See Item 26 Below N/A See Item 26 Below

4
Lower;
N wall

4” dia stove pipe
Inspect, and prep/paint or

replace pipe. $1,270.00 N/A N/A

5
Lower;
N wall

Ext steel stair,
painted channel
stringers, galv
grating treads

Prep and paint both
channel stringers and
railings; provide new

galvanized steel support
below top stair.

$4,650.00 N/A $4,650.00

6

Upper &
Lower;
E wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Inspect girts when wall
panels are removed and
girts are cleaned – some

girts may require
replacement.

$11,140.00 N/A N/A

7
Lower;
E wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Build 6”x6” concrete
curb along base of siding $4,720.00 N/A $4,720.00

8
Lower;
E wall

Metal door into
bump-out space

Replace metal door in
kind, with new SS

hardware; prep & paint
door and existing frame.

$3,170.00 N/A N/A
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Item # Level; Location Item Description
Summary of

Recommendation

Estimated Cost of Items
from Memorandum,
including Office and
Electrical Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Minimum Repairs &

Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Recommended Repairs

& Upgrades

(Assumes building is used
for MSW disposal)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

9
Lower;
E wall

Metal door near
compactor
opening

Replace metal door in
kind, with new SS

hardware; prep and paint
new door and existing

frame.

$3,170.00 N/A N/A

10
Lower;
S wall

Ext concrete
retaining wall

No work required. N/A N/A N/A

11

Upper &
Lower;
S wall

Ext metal wall
panels

Re-skin entire building. See Item 2 Above N/A See Item 2 Above

12
Lower;
S wall

Roof downspout
in SE corner

Extend downspout 6’ and
provide elbow at base. $250.00 N/A $250.00

13
Lower;
S wall

Yard light above
compactor
opening

Replace light with new
unit. $6,940.00 N/A N/A

14
Upper;
S wall

Sliding window
Clean sliding window
track; replace window. $1,350.00 N/A N/A

15 Upper; W wall
Ext metal wall
panels and trim

Re-skin entire building.
Replace trim pieces at

building corner and
around opening.

See Item 2 Above N/A See Item 2 Above

16 Upper; W wall
Exterior metal
wall panels and
trim

Replace if building is re-
skinned. See Item 2 Above N/A See Item 2 Above

17
Upper;
W wall

Chain-link fence
security gate at
entrance to
hopper area.

Prep/paint any corroded
areas with 2 coats of

zinc/galvanized repair
paint.

$910.00 N/A N/A
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Item # Level; Location Item Description
Summary of

Recommendation

Estimated Cost of Items
from Memorandum,
including Office and
Electrical Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Minimum Repairs &

Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Recommended Repairs

& Upgrades

(Assumes building is used
for MSW disposal)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

18

Upper;
Hopper slab
over west half

Concrete slab-on-
grade where
public access
hopper.

Provide typical spall
repair; coat repaired floor

with a durable,
waterproof coating

system

$19,760.00 $19,760.00 $19,760.00

19
Upper;
N wall

Foundation knee
wall above floor

Provide typical spall
repair. $2,020.00 $2,020.00 $2,020.00

20
Upper;
S wall

Foundation knee
wall above floor

Provide typical spall
repair. $470.00 $470.00 $470.00

21
Upper; NE
corner

Office Shed
Repair lower 12” of

siding with new siding;
prep and paint

N/A N/A N/A

22
Upper; NE
corner

Office Bathroom
Remove items on shelf;
replace shelf with new

shelf with better support.
N/A N/A N/A

23
Upper; NE
corner

Office/Control
Room

Clean sliding window
track. N/A N/A N/A

24
Upper; SE
corner

Hopper gates and
guard rail

No work required. N/A N/A N/A

25
Upper; SE
corner

Hopper

Conduct closer
inspection of hopper and
repair any plate steel or
welds that are unsound,

such as upper SE corner.
Replace sealant along

top edge at metal siding.

$9,300.00 N/A N/A
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Item # Level; Location Item Description
Summary of

Recommendation

Estimated Cost of Items
from Memorandum,
including Office and
Electrical Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Minimum Repairs &

Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Recommended Repairs

& Upgrades

(Assumes building is used
for MSW disposal)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

26
Upper; all
walls

Metal building
framing (in
general)

Clean all framing
members; prep, and paint
with an industrial-grade

coating system.

$10,680.00 N/A $10,680.00

27 Upper; roof
Metal building
framing (in
general)

Clean all framing
members; prep, and paint
with an industrial-grade

coating system.

See Item 26 Above N/A See Item 26 Above

28
Upper;
E wall

Metal Z-girt above
hopper

No work required, but
monitor this over time
and avoid hanging any
loads from wall girts.

N/A N/A N/A

29
Lower; floor
slab

Concrete floor
slab

Clean out N & W wall
perimeter isolation joints
and provide new backer

rod and sealant.

$1,320.00 N/A N/A

30
Lower;
floor slab

Compactor
foundation curbs

Demolish compactor
curb down to floor slab

and rebuild foundation to
accommodate the

configuration of the new
compactor support

frame.

$11,990.00 N/A N/A

31
Lower;
N & W walls

Interior (Int)
concrete
foundation

No work required. N/A N/A N/A
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Item # Level; Location Item Description
Summary of

Recommendation

Estimated Cost of Items
from Memorandum,
including Office and
Electrical Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Minimum Repairs &

Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Recommended Repairs

& Upgrades

(Assumes building is used
for MSW disposal)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

32
Lower;
S half

Hopper steel

Clean and inspect hopper
steel as part of

compactor replacement
project. If sound, prep
and repaint all hopper
steel and steel floor

beams.

See Item 25 Above N/A
N/A

33
Lower;
N half

Concrete elevated
slab below Office

Provide typical spall
repair. $240.00 $240.00 $240.00

34
Lower;
E wall

Int metal wall
framing

Fully clean all wall girts -
may require some

replacement.
See Item 6 Above N/A N/A

35
Lower;
E wall

Int metal siding

Fully re-skin building
with new siding; add a 6”

x 6” concrete curb
between

See Items 2 & 7
Above

N/A
See Items 2 & 7

Above

36
Lower;
N wall

Int metal siding
Re-skin entire building.

Prep and repaint any
steel framing.

See Items 2 & 26
Above

N/A
See Items 2 & 26

Above

37
Lower; NW
corner

Interior insulated
water main

Plumber should inspect
pipe and valve(s), and
repair leak as required.

N/A N/A N/A

38
Upper; NE
corner

Upgrade Office
Demo existing office;

Provide larger, upgraded
office.

$24,200.00 $24,200.00 $24,200.00

39
Upper; NE
corner

Electrical
Upgrade all electrical

systems. $31,300.00 $31,300.00 $31,300.00
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Item # Level; Location Item Description
Summary of

Recommendation

Estimated Cost of Items
from Memorandum,
including Office and
Electrical Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Minimum Repairs &

Upgrades

Estimated Cost of
Recommended Repairs

& Upgrades

(Assumes building is used
for MSW disposal)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

(Assumes building is
used for E-waste)

40
Upper; SE
corner

Hopper
Remove hopper; provide
plate and frame to create

additional floor space.
N/A N/A $19,000.00

Total Estimated Cost: $200,000.00 $77,990.00 $142,290.00
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON COMPOSTING AND ORGANICS RECYCLING 
(from Cape Elizabeth Recycling Report of 2015) 

 
Background 
Organics recycling—commonly known as composting—is a controlled, aerobic (requiring oxygen) 
biological process which results in the decomposition of organic materials into a stable, humus-
like product.  This decomposition process occurs naturally in nature, and is performed by 
microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, and other living organisms) which digest the organic residues 
for food and energy and contribute to the decomposition process.  The primary end-products are 
carbon dioxide, water, and compost. 
 
Composting is a growing solution to solid waste management.  According to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the amount of waste that has been diverted from landfill 
disposal through composting has quadrupled since 1990, from 2% of total MSW to 8.4% today.  
In fact, 62% of all yard trimmings are composted in more than 3,500 municipal yard trimming 
composting programs in the U.S. and 23 states ban at least some organics disposal, mostly leaves, 
grass and other yard debris, in landfills. 

In spite of those efforts, about 68 million tons of solid waste being sent to landfills is organic 
material that is not being recycled or recovered.  This includes yard debris and food scraps (23%), 
and wet/soiled paper (5%).  Further EPA information states that food leftovers are the single-
largest component of the waste stream by weight in the United States.  Americans throw away 
more than 25% of the food they prepare, equaling about 96 billion pounds of food waste each 
year.  The nation spends about $1 billion a year to dispose of food waste. 

According to the National Solid Waste Management Association, this disposing of these 68 million 
tons of compostable materials costs cities and municipalities more than $2 billion each year in 
unnecessary and easily avoided costs. 

A study conducted by the University of Maine in 2011 concluded that more than 40% (by weight) 
of waste generated in the state is organic in nature, with lesser amounts accounted for by paper 
and plastic.  The Maine Department of Environmental Protection estimates that food residuals 
constitute 28% of MSW in the state.  Sarah Lakeman, Sustainable Maine Policy Advocate for the 
Natural Resources Council of Maine, says that tackling the organic component will help the state 
meet its waste recycling goals.  "There's really no good reason for it to be in there, because it 
could go to much better use being composted or being used for energy," according to Lakeman. 

Cape Elizabeth Recycling Committee Survey Details 
In October and November 2014, the Recycling Committee fielded an online survey to gather input 
from the community.  The survey was intended to gauge opinions on a variety of questions 
related to food waste composting, ranging from current practices and behaviors to providing 
direction on possible longer range programs and services to be offered. 

In analyzing the results, the Recycling Committee recognized that the survey respondents 
appeared to be self-selecting and that their input likely reflected the views of those who are likely 



 

 
 

supporters of expansion of composting opportunities, with the preponderance of the responses 
indicating either an interest in and/or current participation in composting activities.  Further, the 
overall response rate (N=238) was lower than hoped for, and due to its not being a completely 
randomized sample, was thus not statistically significant. 

That being said, some of the top line results indicated: 

• Slightly more than 2/3 of respondents indicated that they currently compost, with just 
over 54% indicating that they compost both food scraps and yard waste. 

• There was a fairly even split among people who use an Earth Machine unit, another 
commercially available unit, or a pile/self-constructed unit. 

• Just fewer than 2/3 of respondents indicated that they would or might utilize a drop-off 
location at the Recycling Center, if it was available.  Half of those who said they wouldn't 
use the Recycling Center said that they simply preferred to compost at home. 

• Almost ¾ of people surveyed said that they would not be interested in paying $15/month 
for curbside pickup of organic waste. [Note: The Recycling Committee inferred that, based 
on the composition of the respondents, this data point was high based on the number of 
those people already composting on their own, and thus were unlikely want to pay for a 
commercial service.] 

 


